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Preface

What this manual is about
The Oracle Express Web Agent User’s Guide explains how to create an Express 
application for access over the World Wide Web. It explains how to generate Web 
pages that contain active Express data by using Oracle® Express Web Agent 
(hereinafter referred to as “Express Web Agent”). 

Intended audience
This guide is intended for application developers who are already familiar with the 
following:

■ Express Language — A stored procedure language

■ HTML — HyperText Markup Language

■ Oracle Express Administrator —An Oracle Express Server client application for 
developing Express databases (hereinafter called “Administrator”)

If you are unfamiliar with the Express language or Administrator, then you should 
familiarize yourself with the Oracle Express Programmer’s Guide to the Express 
Language and the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide. 

If you are unfamiliar with the Web and HTML, then you should read one of the 
many commercially available manuals on these topics, such as Musciano and 
Kennedy’s HTML: The Definitive Guide (1997, O’Reilly & Associates, Inc.).
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Before you begin
To follow the examples in this guide, you must have installed Express Web Agent 
on a Windows NT or Unix system to which you have network access. This guide 
also assumes that you have installed Administrator on a Windows system on the 
same network.

Structure of this document
The Oracle Express Web Agent User’s Guide is structured as follows.

Chapter Description

1 Provides an overview of the development process. It also identifies the 
software and Help files that you need to have available on your personal 
computer.

2 Explains how to develop an Express program that generates an HTML 
document.

3 Explains how to write Express programs that generate HTML pages that 
contain views of “live” Express data.

4 Explains how to insert views of Express data into HTML documents that 
were created using an ordinary HTML or text editor. This “template” 
method is an alternative to the programming method that is described in 
Chapter 3.

5 Explains how to manipulate objects to provide more flexibility and assert 
more control over your views of Express data.

6 Explains how to create and modify Java graphs.

7 Explains how to create and modify Java tables.

Appendix Describes the examples in the Samples application and identifies the 
Express database objects that compose each example.
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Express Web Agent Documentation Set

Books
This manual is part of a set of documentation, which also includes the following 
documents:

■ Express Installation and Configuration Guide — Explains how to install, configure, 
and manage Oracle Express Server or Personal Express.

■ Oracle Express Web Products Installation Guide — Explains how to install and 
configure the server-side components of Express Web Agent and Oracle Express 
Web Publisher (hereinafter referred to as “Express Web Publisher”).

■ Oracle Express Web Publisher User’s Guide — Explains how to publish briefings of 
active Express data on the Web.

■ Oracle Express Web Agent Guide to Add-In Views— Explains how a programmer 
can design and implement add-in views, which are custom view types that are 
not delivered with Express Web Agent.

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide — Explains how to use 
Oracle Express Relational Access Manager to enable Express applications to 
access and display data from a relational database. The guide also explains 
fundamental concepts pertaining to data warehouse design and optimization.

■ Oracle Express Database Administration Guide — Describes the Express data 
model and explains how to create and maintain Express databases. The guide 
also explains how to configure Express databases for use with Express products 
(such as Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express Analyzer) and other client 
applications.

■ Oracle Express Language Reference Manual — Explains the syntax and usage of 
the commands, functions, options, and programs that make up the Express 
language.

■ Oracle Express Programmer’s Guide to the Express Language — Explains the 
programming environment for Express, the Express data model, the Express 
language, and how to write Express programs. The guide also illustrates 
programming strategies for accessing and working with data.

■ Oracle Express SNAPI Guide — Explains how to use SNAPI to connect to Oracle 
Express Server or Personal Express and obtain Express data. The guide also 
provides installation instructions and setup information.
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From within the United States, call Oracle Documentation Sales at 800-252-0303 for 
information on purchasing documentation.

From outside of the United States, contact your local Oracle office for information.

Windows Help systems
In addition to these manuals, the following Help systems are available with 
Express 6:

■ Oracle Express Instance Manager Help — Provides online Help for managing 
Oracle Express Server, including starting, stopping, and managing Express 
services, selecting Express modules and configuring runtime settings for 
Express services, and monitoring individual Express client sessions.

■ Express Configuration Manager Help — Provides online Help for selecting 
Express modules and configuring runtime settings in Personal Express.

■ Express Session Manager Help — Provides online Help for monitoring 
individual Personal Express sessions.

■ Personal Express Help — Provides online Help for starting, stopping, and 
managing Personal Express.

■ Express Language Help — Provides online Help for the commands, functions, 
options, and programs that make up the Express language.

■ Oracle Express Administrator Help — Provides online Help for creating 
Express databases and configuring Express databases for use with client 
applications.

■ Express Web Agent Help — Provides online Help for Express Web Agent 
programs, objects, and properties, which are used to generate and manipulate 
dynamic views of Express data for display by Web browsers.

■ Express Web Publisher Help — Provides context-sensitive Help while using 
Express Web Publisher.

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Administrator Help — Provides online Help 
for defining an Express data model, building a supporting data warehouse 
schema, mapping the data model to the schema, and maintaining a 
corresponding Express database.
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■ Relational Access Manager – Query Statistics Help — Provides online Help for 
reporting statistics about runtime query activity in the data warehouse as a 
means of evaluating the performance of an Oracle Express Relational Access 
Manager system.

■ XP_SLLIMIT Help — Provides online Help for the XP_SLLIMIT program, 
which is used instead of the Express LIMIT command when you are accessing 
relational data.

Conventions

Text conventions
You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Convention Usage

Boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, field names, 
and hyperlinks.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary information 
in tables (for example, Result).

Fixed-width text Indicates directory names, file names, operating system 
commands, and URLs. Also indicates examples and anything 
that you must type exactly as it appears.

For example: If you are asked to type show eversion, then 
you would type all the characters exactly as shown in the 
fixed-width font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is used 
when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or have 
labels that change dynamically based on their current context. 
The wording of variable text does not exactly match what you 
see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis, for new terms, and for titles 
of documents.

Underlined text Indicates a default value in descriptions of Express language 
syntax.

UPPERCASE text Indicates Express commands and objects and acronyms.
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Mouse usage
Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to use the 
right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have 
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right buttons, then 
you will need to use the reverse button when you follow the procedures in this 
manual.
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1
Developing a Web Application

Chapter summary
In this chapter, you will learn the basic methods and concepts that are needed to 
develop an Express Web application. 

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Setting Up Your Development Environment

■ Running the Samples Application

■ Choosing a View Type

■ How an Express Web Application Works

■ Designing Your Web Application

■ Implementing Your Design

■ Installing Java Classes Locally
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Setting Up Your Development Environment

Software requirements
To develop an Express Web application, you need:

■ Access to a Web-enabled instance of Oracle® Express Server (hereinafter 
referred to as “Express Server”), as described in the Oracle Express Web Products 
Installation Guide.

■ A “front end” or client to Express Server that allows you to develop and test 
Express stored procedures, called programs. 

■ A Web browser to test the application.

■ A text or HTML editor to create HTML files (optional).

For information about Web browser requirements, read the release notes for Oracle 
Express Web Agent (hereinafter referred to as “Express Web Agent”). You can use 
any editor that you wish. Refer to their installation instructions for information 
about how to use these products. 

Choosing a client application
Your Express client application must be installed on a Windows NT, Windows 98,  
Windows 95, or Windows 3.1 system with a network connection to the Unix or 
Windows NT server where Express Server is running. You can choose from these 
clients:

■ Oracle Express Administrator — Oracle Corporation recommends that you use 
Oracle Express Administrator (hereinafter referred to as “Administrator”), and 
this guide assumes that you are using it. You might already be familiar with this 
tool if you developed the database that contains the data for your application. 

You can install Administrator from the OLAP Express Server CD. Refer to the 
Oracle Express Database Administration Guide for installation and configuration 
details.

■ Personal Express 5 — If you are already familiar with program development in 
Personal Express, then you can use it as a front end to Express Server. Using an 
XCA connection to Express Server, you can copy your programs to an Express 
Server database with Express EXPORT TO EIF PIPELINE commands.
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Accessing the Help systems
While writing Express programs, you will need access to the following Help 
systems. They are distributed on the Windows OLAP Express Server CD under the 
doc\helpfile directory. You can copy them to your hard drive.

■ The Express Web Agent Help system (xwagent.hlp) provides the syntax and 
usage of the programs that make up the Express Web Developer’s Toolkit. You 
will want to create a shortcut to this file so that you can refer to it easily.

■ The XP_SLLIMIT Program Help system (xpsllim.hlp) provides the syntax 
and usage of the XP_SLLIMIT program, which can be used instead of the LIMIT 
command to select dimension values. It must be copied to the same directory as 
xwagent.hlp so that you can access XP_SLLIMIT Help topics from the 
Express Web Agent Help system.

■ The Express Language 6 Help (explang.hlp) system provides the syntax and 
usage of commands, functions, options, and programs that make up the Express 
language. You can access the Express Language Help system from 
Administrator’s Help menu.

HTML documentation
HTML editors make it unnecessary for you to know very much about HTML. 
However, if you are using an ordinary text editor or generating HTML tags from 
Express, then you should have an HTML manual on hand. There are many of these 
manuals readily available at bookstores and software retailers, such as Musciano 
and Kennedy’s HTML: The Definitive Guide (1997, O’Reilly & Associates, Inc.).

Running the Samples Application

Benefits of running the samples
You can see numerous fully developed examples by running the Samples 
application, which was provided on the OLAP Express Server CD. By running the 
Samples application, you can:

■ Verify that Express Web Agent and your Web listener are installed and 
configured properly.

■ See how Express tables and graphs appear to users.

■ Get ideas that you can use when designing your own Web application.
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Examples from the Samples application are described in Appendix A, so that you 
can develop similar pages for your application.

Procedure: Running the Samples application
To run the Samples application, open a Web browser and submit the following URL, 
replacing host_name with the name of your server:

http://host_name/oew-install/sample/index.html

Tip: If you get an error, then refer to the troubleshooting tips in the Oracle Express 
Web Products Installation Guide.

Figure: Top-level page
You will see the following Web page when you start the Samples application.
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Figure: Location of templates
After clicking one of the links on the top-level page, you will see a two-part page. 
The first part of the page contains a form where you can type in the location of the 
template files, as shown here. If they are located in the default installation directory, 
then you do not need to change the default value that is supplied in the form.

Tip: If you see an error message, then check the troubleshooting tips in the Oracle 
Express Web Products Installation Guide.
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Figure: List of samples
The second part of the page identifies the various samples. To see a sample view, 
just click its RUN button.

Choosing a View Type

Available views
When you design an Express application, you must decide on the types of views 
that best present the information that your application is meant to convey. Express 
Web Agent offers the following built-in view types:

■ Java graphs

■ Java tables

■ HTML tables

This manual explains how to create and customize these types of views. For 
information about the ways that are available to users to manipulate these view 
types, run the Samples application, display a view, and click the Help icon on the 
View toolbar.

Additional types of views can be developed in Express Web Agent as “add-in 
views.” For more information, refer to the Oracle Express Web Agent Guide to Add-In 
Views.
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Browser requirements
Java graphs, Java tables, and the View toolbar require browsers that can run Java 
applets. These requirements are detailed in the release notes that are provided on 
the CD with Express Web Agent. 

HTML tables can be rendered by any browser.

View toolbar 
The View toolbar is generated as part of every view, by default. This toolbar 
provides several methods for users to manipulate the view in addition to the 
methods that are provided by the view itself. On a view-by-view basis, you can 
remove individual tools from the toolbar, or remove the toolbar entirely from the 
view.

The following figure shows the View toolbar with all of the tool icons. The Print 
button is available with Java tables and graphs.
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Java graphs
Your application can generate several different types of graphs, such as bar, line, 
and pie graphs. For a complete list of graph types, search for the VIEWTYPE 
property in the Express Web Agent Help system. Users can print the pages of data 
in a graph. 

The following figure shows a bar graph.
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Java tables
Java tables allow users to resize the cells and change the layout by directly 
manipulating the table. Users can print the pages of data in a Java table. The 
following figure shows a Java table.

HTML tables
HTML tables can be viewed in any browser. If some users of your application have 
older browsers that cannot run Java applets, then you will want to develop your 
application so that it uses HTML tables either exclusively or as an alternative to 
Java views. You might also need to remove the View toolbar. 
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The following figure shows an HTML table.

How an Express Web Application Works

Sequence of events
After running the Samples application, you know how an Express Web application 
looks to a user. Following is a summary of this sequence of events, which are 
explained in more detail below:

1. User opens a static HTML file.

2. User clicks a hyperlink to Express Server.

3. Browser sends a URL to the listener.

4. Listener sends instructions through the listener interface (CGI or Web Request 
Broker) to Express Server.

5. Express Server opens a new Web session and, following the instructions that are 
provided in the URL, attaches the application database and runs its 
initialization program.

6. Express Server sends data back to the browser through the listener interface and 
listener.

7. User views the data.
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8. User clicks hyperlinks in the data to manipulate the view.

9. Browser sends another URL with instructions to Express Server to generate a 
new data view.

User opens a static HTML file
A user starts up a Web browser, such as Netscape Navigator, and enters a URL. This 
URL typically identifies a file that contains an HTML document.

In the Samples application that is installed with Express Web Agent, this URL 
identifies a particular directory where a file named index.html is located. The 
Web server returns index.html, which the browser displays.

User clicks a hyperlink to Express Server
Within this static HTML file is a hyperlink to the Express application. When the 
user clicks this hyperlink, the browser sends another URL to the listener. This URL 
contains information such as the service name that is associated with a particular 
instance of Express Server, the application database, and the name of an 
initialization program that is written in the Express stored procedure language. The 
listener directs this information to a listener interface (either a CGI program or 
Oracle Web Request Broker) which in turn directs it to Express Server.

The user could, of course, start by entering this special URL directly from the 
browser; you might want to do this when developing an application. However, 
URLs that call servers are often long and cryptic, and the syntax for communicating 
with Express Server is no exception. For this reason, a well-designed Web 
application will hide this URL in its HTML code.

Express Server responds with data
When Express Server receives the information that is contained in the URL, it 
attaches the specified database and runs the initialization program that is identified 
in the URL. The initialization program instructs Express Server to attach the 
Developer’s Toolkit databases. Express Server returns the dynamic HTML and Java 
pages to the user’s browser via Web Request Broker and the listener.

User views the data
The Developer’s Toolkit allows you to generate table and graph views that users 
can manipulate. In a table, for example, row and column labels can be expanded to 
display detailed data that contributes to higher-level totals, or collapsed to hide the 
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details and show the big picture. This facility is often called “drilling.” Users “drill 
up” to see the totals, or aggregate data, and “drill down” to see the values that 
compose these totals. 

Express’s multidimensional data can also be rotated, so that the labels that identify 
the rows can switch with the labels that identify the columns or pages of the table 
and realign the data values.

The user can make these changes either by direct interaction with the data view or 
by using the View toolbar. By clicking a toolbar icon, users can access tools that 
allow them to change the view type (such as from a table to a graph), change the 
selection of data, and so forth. When a user manipulates the current view, a new 
request is sent to Express Server, and Express recreates the view to show the 
information in a new way.

Designing Your Web Application

Data database
At the heart of your Web application is an Express data database. This database 
contains the information that you want to make available to users over the Web. 
This guide assumes that you already have a data database, and that it was created 
using Administrator with all of the supporting database structures or metadata. You 
will need to know:

■ The name and location of your data database. Both the data database and its 
XPDDDATA database must be stored in directories that are listed in Express 
Server’s ServerDBPath configuration setting.

If you want to access data that is stored in a relational database, then your “data 
database” is actually a Relational Access Manager database. You must know the 
location of the remote database configuration file, and the security requirements 
(such as user names and passwords) of the relational database.

■ The names of the measures to display in your application.

■ The types of view to use: Java or HTML table, Java graph, or an add-in view.

Your users must have browsers that support the types of views in your 
application. Check the release notes for this version of Express Web Agent for 
browser requirements. Add-in views may have additional requirements.
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■ How to display the data. You must decide:

■ Whether to display one or more measures — variables, formulas, or 
expressions — in a single view.

■ Which dimensions label the pages of data.

■ Which dimensions label the rows and columns of a table, or the X- and 
Y-axes of a graph.

■ Which dimension values you want to appear in the initial display.

Preliminary decisions
Before you begin coding the Web application, you should have a good idea of who 
the audience is and what the application is going to look like. It will help you to 
sketch out the design of the pages and acquire any special graphics or other effects 
that you want to incorporate in their design.

Creating a unified look
To users, your Web application will appear as a series of pages that they view using 
their browser. There should be no obvious distinction in the over-all “look and feel” 
between pages that are stored in files and those that are generated dynamically 
from Express. Remember that the Developer’s Toolkit can generate pages with any 
of the HTML tags that are supported by the HTML 2.0 standard, plus the proposed 
extensions for tables and forms.

Simplifying the design
Because HTML offers so many interesting features, it is a common mistake to clutter 
Web pages with too many graphics and special effects. Keep in mind that your goal 
is to impart information; in this case, the information that is contained in an Express 
database. Here are some tips to help you keep it simple:

■ Design pages that contain Express data in three sections: a header, the Express 
data view (such as a table or graph), and a footer. The Express programs that you 
will use to generate a data view help enforce this design.

■ Use simple graphics that can be downloaded quickly.

■ Always limit the dimensions of an Express measure to the number of values 
that can fit easily on a page. Otherwise, users will have to wait while an 
excessive number of values are sent to the browser. Compounding this problem, 
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many browsers will appear to “hang” when they are sent pages that are 
significantly larger than they can display.

Implementing Your Design

Using the available tools
At its simplest, your Web application might consist of just a few Express commands, 
including commands for selecting those values of interest from all of the available 
data, and a call to one of the Express Web Agent view programs to prepare 
formatted data to send to the browser. 

However, the most powerful applications are built using a variety of the tools that 
are available. The initialization program and any other programs that it might call 
can contain the following:

■ Calls to Express programs that generate HTML tags. These special programs are 
part of the Developer’s Toolkit. You can generate any HTML tag in the 2.0 
standard, including extensions for tables and frames.

■ Calls to Express programs that generate views of data that are formatted for 
display in an HTML document. These programs are also part of the Developer’s 
Toolkit. They provide the software support that allows users to manipulate 
their view of the data, as well as providing HTML tags to format the view.

■ Calls to Express programs that generate an HTML page using a template. A 
template is an HTML document that has specially formatted comments that  
contain Express commands. The template allows you to develop an attractive 
document quickly using an HTML editor.

■ Express commands, functions, options, and so forth. Using the Express 
language, you can select and manipulate data and control the logical flow of 
your program. 

The ultimate goal of your application’s programs is to create HTML pages that 
display Express data.
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Contents of a page
A page that Express generates can contain these types of information:

■ A data view, such as a table or graph.

or

■ Ordinary text that is either stored in your data database or typed into your 
source code.

The requirements for formatting these two types of information are different.

Developer’s Toolkit databases
After you have decided on the design of the HTML pages that will compose your 
application, you must identify the commands and programs that you will use to 
generate these pages in Express. 

The Developer’s Toolkit provides the following code databases that you can use to 
generate dynamic HTML pages:

■ xwdevkit contains programs for creating and manipulating pages that  contain 
views of Express data.

■ xwhtml contains programs that generate standard HTML tags.

■ xwtext contains the database structures to support both system- and 
application-specific runtime messages in multiple languages.

■ owagraph contains the database structures to support Java graphs.

You will use the programs in the Developer’s Toolkit to develop your Web 
application. The Express Web Agent Help system provides the syntax and usage of 
these programs. 

IF the page contains . . . THEN . . .

a data view, the Developer’s Toolkit generates many of the HTML 
tags for formatting both the view and the page.

See Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

ordinary text, you must call individual programs that create the page 
and generate the appropriate tags for formatting.

See Chapter 2.
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Generating HTML tags
In the xwhtml database, HTML tags are supported by two related types of 
programs, which are distinguished by a prefix in the name:

■ HTP.* programs print tags, attributes, and text to the current output file. You 
should always use the Express CALL command to run an HTP.* program.

■ HTF.* programs return tags, attributes, and text to the caller. If you want to 
embed tags, then you must use an HTF.* program as a parameter in a call to an 
HTP.* program. You might also want to return values from an HTF.* program to 
a local variable for clarity in your programs.

For example, HTF.PARA returns the value <P>, which indicates the beginning of a 
new paragraph. HTP.PARA calls HTP.PRINT to print the value that is returned by 
HTF.PARA.

Meeting the Developer’s Toolkit requirements
The Developer’s Toolkit has these requirements for your application: 

■ It must begin with a call to XWD_META.INIT, which is in xwdevkit. It 
attaches the Developer’s Toolkit databases, and the databases in which 
Administrator stores metadata (XPDDDATA and XPDDCODE).

■ It should end with a call to XWD_URLCLOSE, which signals the end of a 
session. The session will eventually time out, but meanwhile an open session 
can tie up resources unnecessarily. The duration of the timeout period is 
controlled by an Express Server configuration setting.

Using Administrator to develop a code database
The information that you want to display in your application is stored in a data 
database. The code that you are writing to display this data should be stored in a 
separate code database. You will identify this code database at runtime in the URL 
that starts the Express application. The syntax of this URL is described in Chapter 2.

While writing and testing your programs, you must have access to the Developer’s 
Toolkit databases. Administrator attaches these databases automatically.
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Attaching data databases
Your application must attach all databases that are needed for it to run, such as the 
data database. To attach databases, use the XWD_ATTACHDB program in the 
Developer’s Toolkit.

If your application is accessing data that is stored in a relational database, then it 
must call XWD_RAMSTARTUP and XWD_RAMSHUTDOWN. These programs 
attach the Relational Access Manager databases that support the relational data.

Granting Unix database access rights
Users must have read access to all databases that compose your Express Web 
application. If the Express Server DefaultMode configuration setting has been 
changed to allow access to your group and the world as described in the installation 
instructions, then you should not be concerned with access rights. However, if this 
setting does not allow access except to the owner (the default behavior) then you 
must change the access rights of your databases to allow access by Web users.

Express Server creates databases and other files with Access Control Lists (ACLs) 
on file systems that support them. You cannot use the chmod command when 
changing the access protection of individual database files on systems where ACLs 
are used. Instead, use the appropriate command for changing ACLs on your 
platform.

The following table identifies the commands for changing ACLs on the various 
Unix platforms. Refer to your operating system documentation such as the man 
pages for the syntax and usage of these commands.

IF you are using this platform . . . THEN use this command to change an ACL . . .

AIX, acledit

HP-UX, chacl (or use chmod if ACLs are not supported by 
your file system)

Solaris, setfacl
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Attaching the XPDDDATA database
While debugging and testing a Web application in Administrator, you will probably 
get an error message about the XPDDDATA database. This happens because 
Administrator has already attached XPDDDATA with read-write access, and 
XWD_META.INIT tries to attach it with read-only access. You can either ignore this 
error, or you can “comment out” the call to XWD_META.INIT while testing. Be sure 
to uncomment the line before installing your application.

Related information
Search for the following topics in the Administrator Help system:

“Attaching Databases”
“Compiling Programs and Models”
“Creating New Express Databases”
“Defining Programs”
“Editing Programs and Models”
“Executing Express Commands”
“Executing Programs and Models”

Installing Java Classes Locally

Why install classes locally?
Web applications that are written in Express Web Agent consist of databases and 
Java classes. If the Java classes are installed locally on the users’ machines, then the 
application can start up faster. If the classes are not stored locally, then they must be 
downloaded each time a user’s browser begins using your Web application, based 
on the browser’s cache settings. A potential drawback of installing classes locally is 
that you must re-install them to obtain the latest versions. 

Local installation is not required by default
The default behavior in Express Web Agent is for local installation to be disabled. If 
you want to require all users to install the Java classes locally, you must turn on the 
use of Netscape’s SmartUpdate or Microsoft Internet Explorer’s Java Package 
Manager. 
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Netscape SmartUpdate

What is SmartUpdate?
Netscape provides a browser feature called SmartUpdate that handles the local 
installation. When a user with a Netscape browser accesses your application, 
SmartUpdate determines whether that user has the appropriate Java classes 
installed locally. If the classes are installed, then the user will not receive any 
notification and will simply begin using your application.

If SmartUpdate determines that the classes are not installed on the user’s machine, 
then it begins the process of installing them by displaying a page in the browser 
that provides instructions to the user. The user then sees several explanatory dialog 
boxes that assist in the installation. 

Before enabling SmartUpdate
Before enabling the use of SmartUpdate with your Web application, you must 
resolve the following issues:

■ Ensure that whenever your users will access applications that are written in 
Express Web Agent, the users are accessing only the current Express Web Agent 
version. Users will see an error message if they try to access an application that 
was written in an earlier Express Web Agent version after they have run 
SmartUpdate with the current version. Therefore, you should not enable 
SmartUpdate for an application that was written in the current Express Web 
Agent version if your users will also access applications that were written in a 
previous version.

Important: Express Web Agent version 2.x did not support SmartUpdate. 

■ For the local installation to happen, the Netscape browser must have the 
SmartUpdate option enabled, which is the default behavior. See the Netscape 
documentation for information on enabling the SmartUpdate option.

■ The following mime type must be set. See the Oracle Express Web Products 
Installation Guide for information on setting mime types in a Web listener. See 
the Netscape documentation for information on using this mime type in a 
browser.

MIME Type = application/java-archive

Extension = jar JAR
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Internet Explorer Java Package Manager

What is Java Package Manager?
Internet Explorer provides a browser feature called Java Package Manager that 
handles the local installation. When a user with Internet Explorer accesses your 
application, Java Package Manager determines whether that user has the 
appropriate Java classes installed locally. If the classes are not installed, then the 
user will not receive any notification. Java Package Manager will simply install the 
classes locally before displaying your application in the browser.

Before enabling Java Package Manager
The first time that Java Package Manager attempts to install the Java classes on a 
user’s machine, Java Package Manager requires some additional disk space during 
the installation process. Then it releases the disk space. Therefore, if you plan to 
require the use of Java Package Manager, then ensure that users have a significant 
amount of disk space for the initial installation. See the Express Web Agent release 
notes for details on the amount of disk space that is required.

APIs for local installation
The Developer’s Toolkit contains two APIs that affect the local installation of Java 
classes:

■ XWD_ENABLELINST — Allows you to require or disable local installation for 
the Netscape and Internet Explorer browsers.

■ XWD_SETNSTMPFILE — Allows you to specify the file that Netscape users see 
if a local installation must be performed. You should review the default  file that 
is installed with Express Web Agent to see if it fits your need. If it does not, then 
you can edit that file or create one yourself.

You must call these programs from your application’s initialization program.

Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Express Web Agent 
Help system:

“XWD_ENABLELINST”
“XWD_SETNSTMPFILE”
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2
Creating a Simple Web Page

Chapter summary
In this chapter, you will learn how to use the Developer’s Toolkit to generate pages 
that contain HTML tags and text. 

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Generating a Page of Text

■ Displaying a Dynamic Web Page

■ Customizing the Closing Page

■ Customizing the Message Template

Generating a Page of Text

Summary of steps
Using Express to create an HTML page that contains only text, and not a table or 
graph of Express data, requires the following steps, which are explained in more 
detail below:

1. Write a program in Express that generates the text and HTML tags for the page.

2. Call this program using XWD_APPPG.CREATE.
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HTML requirements
The HTML 2.0 standard requires that all HTML documents contain the following 
tags. For a page that contains only ordinary text, your Express code must generate 
these tags by calling programs in the XWHTML database.

<HTML></HTML>
<HEAD></HEAD>
<BODY></BODY>

Program skeleton
The following program fragment provides a skeleton of a simple HTML page that 
satisfies the requirements of both HTML and the Developer’s Toolkit.

call xwd_meta.init  " Initialize Developer’s Toolkit
call htp.htmlopen    " Generate <HTML> tag
" Generate the header
call htp.headopen    " Generate <HEAD> tag
   .
   .                 " Header text belongs here
   .
call htp.headclose   " Generate </HEAD> tag
" Generate the body
call htp.bodyopen    " Generate <BODY> tag
   .                 " Body text and Express data views
   .                 "   belong here
   .
" Generate hyperlink to end an Express session.
" Replace ’Say Goodbye’ with any text or graphic
" you prefer.
call htp.anchor(xwd_urlclose, ’Say Goodbye’)
call htp.bodyclose   " Generate </BODY> tag
call htp.htmlclose   " Generate </HTML> tag
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Sample program for generating a page of text
The following figure shows a sample program as it appears in the Administrator 
Edit window.
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Execution of the sample program
The next figure shows the results of running the program. If you are familiar with 
HTML, then you can scan this output to verify that your program is generating the 
correct HTML tags. Notice that the anchor tag identifies a path that begins with 
/host/cgi-path. These values are replaced with actual values when the program 
executes in a real Web application environment.

Debugging HTML text
You can redirect the output to a file with an Express OUTFILE command, and then 
open the file with your Web browser. At this point, the file is static, rather than 
dynamic, but you can see whether your page displays correctly in your Web 
browser. Or, you can run your Express program from a browser by typing in the 
special URL, as described later in this chapter.
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Illustration of the rendered page
As shown in the following figure, the title is displayed in the title bar, and both the 
time of day and the hyperlink to end the Express session are displayed in the main 
window. As you can see, a real application requires both more information, and 
more attention to the look of the page, than the few commands in the sample 
program provide.

Related information
Search the Express Web Agent Help system for the following topics:

“HTP.ANCHOR”
“HTP.BODYCLOSE”
“HTP.BODYOPEN”
“HTP.HEADCLOSE”
“HTP.HEADOPEN”
“HTP.HTMLCLOSE”
“HTP.HTMLOPEN”
“XWD_META.INIT”
“XWD_URLCLOSE”

Displaying a Dynamic Web Page

Basic syntax of a URL
Even the simplest URL has a fairly complex syntax. This is the syntax of a URL to 
display a static file.

protocol://host_name/virtual_directory[/filename]
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The following table describes each element of the basic URL syntax.

To display the Samples application, you would enter the following URL, 
substituting the name of your server for OLAP.US.ORACLE.COM.

http://olap.us.oracle.com/oew-install/sample/index.html

URL that displays Express Web pages
The syntax to display a dynamic Express Web page is significantly more complex 
than the basic syntax. The following is the syntax that you will use.

HTTP://host_name/listener_interface
   /express_service_name/dbxwdevkit
   /xwd_init?app_codedb/init_prg[/arg1][/arg2...]

The following table describes each element of the URL syntax for communicating 
with Express Server.

Syntax Description

protocol The type of communication, such as HTTP (HyperText Transfer 
Protocol).

host_name The name of the server where the listener that is configured for use 
with Express Server is installed.

virtual_directory A name that is mapped by the listener to a physical directory on the 
server.

filename The name of a file, which usually has an HTML file name extension. If 
the file name is omitted, then the listener looks for its default file name, 
such as wwwindex.html for Oracle Application Server 4.x.

Syntax Description

protocol The type of communication, such as HTTP (HyperText 
Transfer Protocol).

host_name The name of the server where the listener that is configured 
for use with Express Server is installed.

listener_interface An identifier for either the CGI or the Web Request Broker 
cartridge. Oracle Application Server can be configured to use 
either interface; you specify the one for a Web session with 
the syntax that is described in “Identifying a listener 
interface” on page 2-7.
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Identifying a listener interface
If you are using Oracle Application Server, then you have a choice of listener 
interfaces. If you are using a third-party listener, then you may be able to use the 
cartridge, but in many cases, you must use the CGI. For a discussion of listener 
interfaces, refer to the Oracle Express Web Products Installation Guide.

express_service_name The name of the Express instance that you want to use. This 
parameter is case-sensitive, so you must type in the name 
exactly the way it appears in the configuration for the listener 
interface. If only one instance of Express Server is installed on 
the host, then it will have a default name such as ExpSrv631.

dbxwdevkit Attaches the xwdevkit database. This name is passed as an 
argument to the listener. Notice the “db” prefix, which 
identifies the argument as a database name.

xwd_init Executes a program in the xwdevkit database that initializes 
a new Express Web session. This name is passed as an 
argument to the listener. In the URL, this name is followed by 
a question mark (?) instead of a slash. The question mark 
indicates that the remaining arguments are to be passed to 
xwd_init and not to the listener.

app_codedb The name of your application code database where you have 
stored programs that generate HTML pages.

init_prg[/arg1][/arg2...] The name of a program in your application code database 
that initializes your Web application. If your program does 
not call a Developer’s Toolkit program that generates a full 
HTML page (XWD_APPPG.CREATE, XWD_PAGE.CREATE, 
or XWD_TMPPG.CREATE), then you must use 
XWD_APPPG.CREATE as the value of init_prg, and pass the 
name of your top-level application program as its first 
argument.

Syntax Description
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The syntax of the listener_interface portion of the URL specifies the listener interface.

The following table describes the elements of the syntax for the listener interface.

URL for displaying a page of text
The following URL uses the CGI on Windows NT. It runs a program named 
SIMPLE_HTML, which is in an application database named sales. The named 
program is passed as an argument to XWD_APPPG.CREATE, which is a program in 
the Developer’s Toolkit for creating complete HTML pages.

http://olap1.us.oracle.com/ows-bin/oowa.exe/
   ExpSrv631/dbxwdevkit/xwd_init?sales/
   xwd_apppg.create/simple_html

IF you want to use this interface . . . THEN use this syntax . . .

CGI, Windows NT: 

oowa_virtual_dir/oowa.exe

Unix:

oowa_virtual_dir/oowaro

Web Request Broker, oowa

Syntax Description

oowa_virtual_dir The name of the virtual directory that is defined to the listener 
that identifies the physical directory where the CGI program is 
installed. 

If you installed and configured Oracle Application Server 
following the instructions in the Oracle Express Web Products 
Installation Guide, then this virtual directory is named 
ows-bin.

For third-party listeners, look in index.html of the Samples 
application for the virtual directories that these listeners  
typically use.

oowa.exe or oowaro The name of the Express Web Agent CGI executable.

oowa The name of the Web Request Broker cartridge that is 
configured for use with Express Server. The name is typically 
oowa, although it could have a different name.
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If you are using the cartridge interface with Oracle Application Server, then the 
syntax changes as shown here.

http://olap1.us.oracle.com/oowa/ExpSrv631/dbxwdevkit/
   xwd_init?sales/xwd_apppg.create/simple_html

If you are using a third-party listener interface, then you will need to change the 
virtual directory name in the same way that you changed it in index.html of the 
Samples application.

Sample HTML document
The following example shows a simple HTML document for displaying an Express 
Web page. Note that you omit the protocol and host name from the URL in the 
HTML anchor tag, which is <A>.

<html>
<head>
<title>Our Company’s Web Site</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Our Company’s New Web Page</h1>
<p>Welcome to our Web page.
<p>
<a href="/ows-bin/oowa.exe/ExpSrv631/dbxwdevkit
     /xwd_init?sales /xwd_apppg.create/simple_html">
     Click here to start
</a>
</body>
</html>
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Figure: A top-level page
The following figure shows the page that is defined by the previous HTML 
document as it appears in a Netscape browser. In this example, the Express 
application is being built in a directory that is mapped by the listener to a logical 
name of olap-sales. When a user clicks the hyperlink “Click here to start,” the 
browser sends a request to Web Request Broker for a dynamic Express page.

Figure: The page generated by Express
The next figure shows the result of this request. It looks the same as it did as a static 
file, as shown earlier in this chapter, but with some important differences: the data 
(in this case, the time of day) has just been generated by Express in real time, and 
the call to XWD_URLCLOSE has generated a valid URL.
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Procedure: Creating a hyperlink to Express
The syntax of a URL to display a dynamic Express page is too complex for users to 
type in. Instead, you should insert a hyperlink to your Express Web application 
from a static page:

1. Use any text editor to create or edit an HTML page. 

Note: This page should have the same look and feel as the page that you 
created in Express.

2. Enter an anchor tag <A> with a URL to your Express application, using the 
syntax for the URL as described in the previous topic. 

Note: An anchor tag has the following syntax.

<A HREF=“url”> hyperlink text </A>

Even if you are using a WYSIWYG editor for HTML, then you might still need 
to type in the full syntax of this anchor tag.

3. Save the file and close the text editor.

4. Copy the file to a directory that your Web listener is configured to use. The 
listener should map the physical directory path to a logical name.

5. If your listener requires some action before recognizing new files, then perform 
that step.

Customizing the Closing Page

Definition: Closing page
When an Express session ends properly with a call to XWD_URLCLOSE instead of 
just timing out, Express Web Agent displays a closing page. The closing page can be 
defined in several different ways.

Default closing page
If you installed the Samples application, then the default page is defined by an 
HTML template named closelanguage.htt, where language  represents the 
ISO language/locale code such as “en” for English. The installation program enters 
the path name of close%s.htt as the value of the CloseTemplatePath setting in 
the cartridge configuration or CGI configuration file.
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If you did not install the Samples application, then the default page is defined 
internally as just the English text “Session closed.” This default page is used when 
the CloseTemplatePath setting has no value.

The following table summarizes the effect of installing the Samples application on 
the closing page.

Contents of closeen.htt
The following HTML tags and text define the closeen.htt template.

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Oracle Express Web Agent Security</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<P>
<img src="/oew-install/sample/wabanner.gif" alt="Oracle Express Web Agent 
Security"></p>
<STRONG>Session is closed.
</BODY>
</HTML>

Providing a custom template
An Express Web session can end by displaying any static HTML file. For example, 
you might want to return users to the same page that contains the hyperlink to open 
an Express session.

You must enter the full path name of that HTML file as the value of the 
CloseTemplatePath setting. Bear in mind that this file will be used for all Express 
Web applications. If the full path name includes the characters “%s”, then Express 
Web Agent will search for a template in the appropriate language, using the ISO 
language/locale code that is specified by the client browser.

IF the Samples application 
is . . .

THEN the value of 
CloseTemplatePath is . . .

AND the default page is 
defined . . .

installed, the full path name of 
close%s.htt,

by closelanguage.htt.

not installed, NA, internally.
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Running an Express program
If you want an application to have a unique closing page, then you can write an 
Express program that generates that page. Then the application can set the value of 
OOWA_CLOSE_PROC to the name of your program so that it will run when the 
session closes. OOWA_CLOSE_PROC is a text variable in the xwhtml database. 
Different applications can set it to different program names, so that the closing page 
is customized for the application.

Your Express program must conform to the following requirements.

■ It must begin with the following call, which provides the page header.

call htp.print(’Content-type: text/html\x0a’)

■ It can generate HTML tags, using the HTP.* and HTF.* programs. 

■ It cannot create data views, using programs such as XWD_VWPG.CREATE.

Priority of closing pages
Express Web Agent looks for the closing page in the following order:

1. Express Web Agent runs the program that is specified by the 
OOWA_CLOSE_PROC variable.

2. If OOWA_CLOSE_PROC is NA, then Express Web Agent renders the HTML 
template that is specified in the CloseTemplatePath setting.

3. If the CloseTemplatePath setting has no value, then Express Web Agent displays 
an internally defined, default page.

Related information
See the Oracle Express Web Products Installation Guide for complete information on 
the language character sequence and ISO language/locale codes.

Customizing the Message Template

Introduction
When the communications interface — either CGI or cartridge — is unable to 
establish or sustain communications between the Web listener and Express Server, 
an error message is displayed. This message can be displayed in several ways. 
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Default message page
The default presentation of error messages depends on whether the Samples 
application was installed. The following table describes the effect of installing the 
Samples application.

MessageTemplatePath setting
The installation program enters the path name of message%s.htt as the value of 
the MessageTemplatePath setting in the cartridge configuration or in the CGI 
configuration file.

Contents of messageen.htt
The following HTML tags and text define the messagen.htt template.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Oracle Express Web Agent</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
function WriteHTML() {
var file = "/oew-install/help/en/owacauseaction.html#%s"; OOWA_MESSAGE_NUMBER
document.write("<P>");
document.write("<img src=\"/oew-install/sample/wabanner.gif\" alt=\"Oracle Express Web 
Agent\"></p>");
document.write("<P><STRONG>An error occurred in the Oracle Express Web 
Agent</STRONG></p>");
document.write("<STRONG>%s</STRONG>"); OOWA_MESSAGE
document.write("<P><STRONG>Click <A HREF=" + file + ">here</A> to display 
information about potential causes for this error and about potential 
resolutions for the problem.</STRONG></p>");
}
</SCRIPT>
<BODY bgcolor="#FFFFFF" onload=WriteHTML()>
</BODY>
</HTML>

IF the Samples application is . . . THEN messages are rendered on . . .

installed, the messagelanguage.htt message template, 
where language corresponds to an ISO 
language/locale code.

not installed, an internally defined page.
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Providing a custom template
You can modify the default template file to have the same “look and feel” as the rest 
of your Web site. If you modify the template, then ensure that: 

■ You retain the lines that contain the %s  substitution arguments and reference 
OOWA_MESSAGE and OOWA_MESSAGE_NUMBER.

■ The lines that contain the %s  substitution arguments have the 
OOWA_MESSAGE and OOWA_MESSAGE_NUMBER tags on the same line. 
The tag cannot be on a separate line from the %s  substitution argument.

Without the  OOWA_MESSAGE and OOWA_MESSAGE_NUMBER references, 
your template will not display the diagnostic error messages that are stored in 
ewalanguage.msb, where language represents an Oracle language code and not 
an ISO language/locale code.

Identifying the custom template
Your custom template can have any name and be located in any directory on the 
same machine as the Web listener. However, you must identify it to the listener 
interface as described in the following table.

Related information
See the Oracle Express Web Products Installation Guide for complete information on 
the language character sequence and on ISO language/locale codes.

IF you are using the . . . THEN modify the . . . BY following the instructions in . . .

CGI, CGI configuration file, Chapter 3 of the Oracle Express Web 
Products Installation Guide.

cartridge, cartridge configuration, Appendix A of the Oracle Express Web 
Products Installation Guide.
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3
Creating Views of Express Data

Chapter summary
In this chapter, you will learn to write Express programs that generate views of 
Express data. 

Chapter 4 explains a second method of generating views. If you are experienced 
with creating HTML documents, then you will probably prefer to use the 
“template” method that is described in Chapter 4. You get the same result with 
either method, so you can pick the one that suits you best. You can also intermingle 
these two methods in your application.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Why Use Express to Generate HTML Tags?

■ Understanding the Data Cube

■ Defining a Data View

■ Setting Dimension Status

■ Generating an HTML Page

■ Debugging Your Programs

■ A Simple Example

■ Modifying the Default Layout

■ A Detailed Example of XWD_VWPG.CREATE
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Why Use Express to Generate HTML Tags?

Advantages of this method
The method that is described in this chapter offers these advantages:

■ You use one tool (Administrator) to develop the entire application, except for 
the static HTML document with the URL to initiate the application.

■ You can use the same header and footer programs for all pages. If you decide to 
change the look of the page, then you have to change them only once.

■ You do not need to move files from your PC to the server, or in some cases, 
refresh the listener to recognize new files.

Relevance to templates
Even if you plan to use templates, you might want to incorporate some of the 
methods that are described in this chapter, such as the use of header and footer 
programs. Moreover, much of the information in this chapter is directly applicable 
to template development.

Understanding the Data Cube

Definition: Data cube
Express Web Agent, like other Express products, uses a data cube as its data model. 
The data cube has three edges: the column edge, the row edge, and the page edge. 
Each dimension of a measure is placed along one of these edges. 

You can visualize the data cube with dimension values along the edges that identify 
the cells of data within the cube.

Default placement of dimensions
By default, the fastest-varying dimension is on the column edge, the 
next-fastest-varying dimension is on the row edge, and the other dimensions are on 
the page edge. You can override these defaults when you create a data view. 

The defaults are determined by the order of the dimensions in the definition of the 
variable or formula, which specifies the way that the data values are stored.
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Rendering the data cube
You can easily see how the data cube is rendered in a table, with dimension values 
from the column and row edges of the data cube labeling the columns and rows of 
the table. Graphs are more difficult to envision; be sure to search in the Express Web 
Agent Help system for the particular graph type that you plan to use for an 
explanation of how the data cube is rendered.

Defining a Data View

Introduction
In Chapter 2, you learned how to create a page that contains HTML tags in Express. 
Creating a simple view of data in Express is even easier, because the Developer’s 
Toolkit generates all of the HTML tags automatically. For databases with metadata 
structures that are defined by Administrator, you need to specify only the way you 
want the data presented.

Two programs for generating data views
The Developer’s Toolkit contains two programs for generating data views. Their 
syntax is almost identical.

This chapter introduces XWD_VWPG.CREATE. Chapter 4 introduces 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE.

XWD_VWPG.CREATE program
The XWD_VWPG.CREATE program of the Developer’s Toolkit generates an HTML 
page with a view of Express data. 

This is its basic syntax with a brief description of each argument. Only the first two 
arguments are required.

XWD_VWPG.CREATE(view-type, measures, -
     [column-edge], [row-edge], [page-edge], -
     [data-attribs], [header], [footer], [name])

 IF you are specifying a data view in . . .  THEN you use . . .

an Express program, XWD_VWPG.CREATE.

a template, XWD_VIEW.CREATE.
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The following table describes the XWD_VWPG.CREATE program’s arguments.

Related information
For a full description of these parameters and their attributes, search for the 
following topic in the Express Web Agent Help system: “XWD_VWPG.CREATE”

Argument Description

view-type A quoted text keyword that specifies the type of view, such as 
JAVATABLE, JAVAGRAPH, HTMLTABLE, TABLE, and any add-in 
views. If you specify TABLE, then the tables in your application can be 
generated as either Java tables or HTML tables; you can specify the type 
of table at runtime using the XWD_SETTBLTYPE program.

measures The names of one or more measures and any attributes that you want to 
use to control the way the data is displayed.

column-edge One or more dimensions that you want on the column edge of the data 
cube, and any attributes that you want to use to identify the selection of 
dimension values.

row-edge One or more dimensions that you want on the row edge of the data 
cube, and any attributes that you want to use to identify the selection of 
dimension values.

page-edge One or more dimensions that you want on the page edge of the data 
cube, and any attributes that you want to use to identify the selection of 
dimension values.

data-attribs Attributes that control the way all of the data in the view is displayed. It 
is an alternative to specifying attributes for individual measures and 
dimensions.

header A program that generates HTML tags before the view.

footer A program that generates HTML tags after the view.

name The name that you want to assign to this view so that you can write 
code to manipulate it. This is an advanced topic, which is discussed in 
Chapter 5.
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Setting Dimension Status

Introduction
Whenever you create a view of Express data, you must initially limit the 
dimensions of the measures to those values of interest to your users in order to 
prevent unnecessary delays in rendering the view. You have a choice in the way that 
you set the status of those dimensions:

■ Use the LIMIT command or XP_SLLIMIT program to set status before creating 
the view. The reasons for using XP_SLLIMIT instead of LIMIT are discussed in 
this topic.

■ Use a saved selection in the syntax of the XWD_VIEW.CREATE or 
XWD_VWPG.CREATE command. This method is explained in “Modifying the 
Default Layout” on page 3-9.

Users can change the selection of data using various tools on the View toolbar, 
unless you remove these tools.

Using XP_SLLIMIT instead of LIMIT
Some of the examples in this manual set the status of dimensions using 
XP_SLLIMIT instead of LIMIT. 

XP_SLLIMIT is a program that resides in the XPDDCODE database. To use 
XP_SLLIMIT, you must have the XPDDCODE and XPDDDATA databases attached. 
Administrator does this for you automatically.

Relational databases
You can create Web applications that access data in Relational Access Manager 
databases. These databases provide multidimensional database structures for 
caching data that is stored permanently in relational databases such as Oracle8. 

If you are accessing a Relational Access Manager database, then you must use 
XP_SLLIMIT. Because the data is stored in a relational database instead of an 
Express database, the data might not be available to execute LIMIT commands with 
reliable results.

XP_SLLIMIT has built-in knowledge of Administrator metadata. It allows you to 
use all of the metadata structures that support hierarchical dimensions, without 
knowing the names of the database objects or the relationships among them that 
provide this support.
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Express databases
If you are accessing an Express database in which the data is stored permanently, 
then you can use either XP_SLLIMIT or LIMIT. 

LIMIT has a simpler syntax for making basic selections. If your data is stored in an 
Express database and you have no plans to change it, then you can use LIMIT to 
produce more readable code. For this reason, many of the examples in the Samples 
application use LIMIT instead of XP_SLLIMIT.

Saved selections
Users can only choose saved selections that are defined through Administrator for 
the data database. Be sure to provide a useful range of saved selections for their use.

Generating an HTML Page

Introduction
Once you are familiar with the syntax of XWD_VWPG.CREATE and have an idea of 
which parameters you want to use to display your own data, you are ready to 
generate a basic page.

Procedure: Creating a page
Use the following procedure to create a simple page using XWD_VWPG.CREATE:

1. Use Administrator to define an Express program that performs the following 
tasks:

■ Calls XWD_META.INIT to initialize the Developer’s Toolkit.

■ Attaches your data database.

■ Limits the dimensions of the data to those values of interest to the user.

Keep in mind that users can become impatient while waiting for large 
amounts of data to be downloaded over the Internet, and their browsers 
might not be able to display an exceptionally large table.

■ Calls XWD_VWPG.CREATE to generate a table of data.
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2. Use a text editor to create or edit an HTML document with a hyperlink to your 
Express program. 

Tip: Search for the following topic in the Express Web Agent Help system: 
“XWD_INIT”

Debugging Your Programs

Introduction
By compiling and executing your programs within Express, you can fix many errors 
prior to running your application. However, the Developer’s Toolkit does provide 
debugging help for runtime errors.

Sample error message
If an error occurs, then you will see an error message displayed in your browser 
such as the following

CODEBLOCK (unnamed) failed to generate valid HTML. Debug.

After clicking the Debug hyperlink, you will see additional information that will 
help you locate the problem.

Identifying objects
This sample error message identifies a CODEBLOCK object as the source of the 
error. Chapter 5 discusses the various objects that are defined in the Developer’s 
Toolkit. For debugging, a working knowledge of the objects that are supported by 
the Developer’s Toolkit is helpful but not required.

Additional support
The Developer’s Toolkit provides additional debugging help with the 
XWD_DBG.ENABLE and XWD_DBG.LOG programs. For information about these 
programs, search for them in the Express Web Agent Help system.
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A Simple Example

The Express program
The following program displays the data from a variable named F.SALES in the 
XADEMO database. Notice that dimension values are selected using XP_SLLIMIT. 
The call to XWD_VWPG.CREATE includes only the required parameters.

call xwd_meta.init
call xwd_attachdb(’XADEMO.DB’)
call xp_sllimit(’geography’, ’level’, ’select’, -
     ’STANDARD’, ’L2’)
call xp_sllimit(’product’, ’level’, ’select’, -
     ’STANDARD’, ’L2’)
call xp_sllimit(’channel’, ’cube’, ’TOTALCHANNEL’)
call xp_sllimit(’time’, ’family’, ’select’, -
     ’STANDARD’, joinlines(’L1\nL2\nL3’), ’1996’)
call xwd_setpropvalb(’VIEW’, ’ENABLEPRINT’, yes)
call xwd_vwpg.create('JAVATABLE', 'F.SALES')

Importance of compiling
You should always compile your programs to check for compilation errors. Be sure 
to save the compiled code in your database so that your programs do not need to be 
recompiled for each user’s session. 

When you execute a program such as this one in Administrator, it does not produce 
any visible output. The Developer’s Toolkit generates the HTML tags and Java code 
for displaying a view only during an active Web session.

Sample URL
The following sample URL makes a direct call to STARTUP, the initialization 
program in the Sales database, using the CGI program on Unix.

/ows-bin/oowaro/ExpSrv631/dbxwdevkit
     /xwd_init?sales/startup

Because XWD_VWPG.CREATE generates an entire HTML page, you do not use 
XWD_APPPG.CREATE in the URL to run this sample program. 
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Modifying the Default Layout

Options in XWD_VWPG.CREATE
XWD_VWPG.CREATE allows tremendous flexibility in the way the data is 
displayed. “A Simple Example” on page 3-8 shows a table of data using only 
default values. However, you can easily modify this view by specifying additional 
parameters.

■ Multiple measures — You can display one or more measures in a view. 
Remember that the data will be downloaded to the user’s browser so that, as a 
rule of thumb, the more measures you are displaying in a view, the fewer 
dimension values you should have in status.

■ Headers and footers — You can develop programs to generate HTML tags 
above and below the data view. When pages in an application use the same 
header and footer programs, they maintain a consistent look and feel. If you 
want to change the design, then you only have to modify these two programs. 

More information about headers and footers is provided under “Defining 
headers” on page 3-10 and “Defining footers” on page 3-10.

■ Saved selections — Instead of using the XP_SLLIMIT program to set the status 
of dimensions before a call to XWD_VWPG.CREATE, you can specify saved 
selections, which were created using Administrator, in the call to 
XWD_VWPG.CREATE. If your data database has default saved selections, then 
you can simply specify SELECTIONS=DEFAULT for all dimensions of the 
measure. 

More information about saved selections is provided under “Using saved 
selections” on page 3-11

■ View layout — The default layout of a view is determined by the order of the 
dimensions in the definition of the measure object. You can change this layout 
by specifying the dimensions whose values you want to see across the view, 
down the view, and on separate pages of the view.

■ Data presentation — You can change the way the data is displayed, such as the 
number of decimal places, the separation into thousands, and so forth. You can 
make these changes for individual measures or for the entire data cube.
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Defining headers
Header programs can use the HTP.* and HTF.* programs, some XWD_* programs, 
and Express commands. They cannot generate additional data views, so you cannot 
include calls to programs such as XWD_VWPG.CREATE.

The following program generates a simple header.

" Save the current date format
push dateformat
" Change the date format to ’Month Day, Year’
dateformat = ’<MTEXTL> <D>, <YYYY>’
" Generate HTML tags
call htp.title(’Acme Products, Inc.’)
call htp.header(’1’, ’Our Company\’s Sales Data’)
call htp.header(’2’, today)
" Restore the original date format
pop dateformat

When you execute this program, you can see the HTML tags that it generates.

<TITLE>Acme Products, Inc.</TITLE>
<H1>Our Company’s Sales Data</H1>
<H2>March 23, 1998</H2>

Defining footers
Footers have the same functionality as headers. The only difference is that they 
appear below the view instead of above it.

The next program is an example of a simple footer program. It generates an anchor 
tag to close the user’s Express session.

call htp.para
call htp.anchor(xwd_urlclose, ’Close Express Session’)

When you execute this program, you can see the anchor tag that it generates, 
although XWD_URLCLOSE only generates a real URL during an active Web 
session.

<P>
<A HREF="/host/cgi-path/exec/ws/close" >
Close Express Session</A>
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Using saved selections
The database administrator of your data database can define saved selections of a 
dimension. A saved selection is one or more XP_SLLIMIT commands that are saved 
under a descriptive name so that they can be referenced easily. 

Administrator saves the definitions of saved selections in the XPDDDATA database. 
To specify a saved selection in a call to XWD_VWPG.CREATE, you need to know 
the value that is associated with it in a dimension named XP_SEL. These dimension 
values are named S1, S2, S3, and so forth.

Procedure: Seeing a list of saved selections
To see a list of saved selections, execute commands such as the following ones in the 
Express Command dialog box. Replace XADEMO with the name of your data 
database.

limit xp_sel to xp_seldb eq ’XADEMO’
limit xp_sel to xp_seldesc ne na
report down xp_sel xp_seldim w 40 xp_seldesc

Using the results from these commands, you can identify the correct XP_SEL 
dimension value to use. 
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The following figure shows the commands and their results in the Administrator 
Express Command window.

Related information
Search for the following topics in the Express Web Agent Help system:

“HTP.HEADER”
“HTP.PARA”
“HTP.TITLE”
“XWD_URLCLOSE”

Search for the following topics in the Express Language Help system:

“DATEFORMAT”
“POP”
“PUSH”

Search in the Administrator Help system for “Defining Saved Selections.”
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A Detailed Example of XWD_VWPG.CREATE

Example syntax
The following example of a call to XWD_VWPG.CREATE shows how to specify 
some of the parameters. 

call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVATABLE’, -
     ’F.SALES\nF.QUOTA;DECIMALS=0’,-
     ’MEASURES\nTIME;SELECTION=S2’, -
     ’PRODUCT;SELECTION=S3’, -
     ’GEOGRAPHY;SELECTION=S1\nCHANNEL’, na, -
     ’header’, ’footer’, ’sales’)

This command specifies the following:

■ Two measures, F.SALES and F.QUOTA, are displayed across the view with the 
measures repeating under each time period. 

■ The data that is stored in F.QUOTA will not show decimal places, while 
F.SALES will default to two decimal places. 

■ Products are listed down the view, while geographical areas and channels are 
represented on separate pages of the view. 

■ Header and footer programs can provide text or graphics above and below the 
view. 

■ The view is given a name of sales. The name of a view can be used to 
manipulate it, as described in Chapter 5.

Syntax rules for XWD_VWPG.CREATE
Notice the following aspects of the syntax:

■ Each parameter is enclosed in single quotes.

■ Commas (,) separate the parameters.

■ A new-line character (\n) separates the names of two or more measures or 
dimensions that are specified in a single parameter.

■ A semicolon (;) separates a measure or dimension from its attributes.

■ A value of NA is required as a placeholder for any parameters that you want to 
omit, so that subsequent parameters are specified in their proper places.
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Figure: Resulting table view
This call to XWD_VWPG.CREATE generates the following page of live Express 
data, with additional text above and below the table supplied by the header and 
footer programs.
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4
Using Templates

Chapter summary
In this chapter, you will learn a second method of defining data views, using 
templates. Templates are HTML documents, which are created using a text or HTML 
editor, that have Express commands embedded in specially formatted comment 
lines.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Why Use Templates?

■ Developing a Web Application

■ Structure and Content of a Template

■ A Simple Example

Why Use Templates?

Enhancing a Web page
The examples in this guide show only the most rudimentary HTML tags, because 
its purpose is to teach you how to use Express Web Agent, and not how to create a 
visually exciting Web site. In your application, however, you will probably want to 
enhance your Web pages by using graphics, background colors, frames, lists, and so 
forth. 
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Familiarity with HTML editors
WYSIWYG (“What Your See Is What You Get”) editors for generating HTML 
documents, such as Netscape Composer, simplify the creation of HTML documents 
by generating tags that produce the desired look. Particularly if you have been 
using one of these editors to develop other types of HTML documents for your Web 
site, you will probably find this method the easiest way to develop dynamically 
generated views of Express data.

Familiarity with HTML tags
If you are already familiar with HTML, then you can use a text editor such as 
Windows Notepad or Unix vi to construct HTML tags.

Developing a Web Application

Procedure: Using templates
The following procedure outlines the basic steps that you must take to develop an 
application using templates:

1. Use an HTML or text editor to create an HTML document. This document 
contains one or more specially formatted comments with:

■ Calls to XP_SLLIMIT or LIMIT commands.

■ A call to XWD_VIEW.CREATE. This program in the Developer’s Toolkit 
generates a data view.

Note: The page can contain HTML tags and text above and below the view. The 
form and content of a template is described in a separate topic.

2. Use Administrator to define an Express program that contains the following 
instructions:

■ Calls XWD_META.INIT to initialize the Developer’s Toolkit.

■ Attaches the data database.

■ Calls XWD_SETTMPPATH to identify the physical directory where the 
template files are located.

■ Calls XWD_TMPPG.CREATE to process the template file that was created 
in Step 1 and to generate a page.
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3. Use a text editor to create or edit an HTML document with a hyperlink to the 
Express program that was defined in Step 2. 

Tip: The format of the URL for this hyperlink is the same as the one used in 
previous examples. For the complete syntax, refer to Chapter 2 or search for 
XWD_INIT in the Express Web Agent Help system.

4. Copy the two HTML documents to your Web application directory. 

Tip: You might need to refresh your listener before it recognizes new files.

Related information
Search for the following topics in the Express Web Agent Help system:

“XWD_INIT”
“XWD_META.INIT”
“XWD_SETTMPPATH”
“XWD_TMPPG.CREATE”
“XWD_VIEW.CREATE”

Structure and Content of a Template

Runtime process
To run an Express application that uses templates, a user clicks a hyperlink that 
attaches the application code database and runs an Express program. This is no 
different from running an Express Web application without templates. However, 
this time the Express program will contain a call to a Developer’s Toolkit program 
to process the contents of a template. The result of this processing is returned to the 
user’s browser.

Template structure
For Express Web Agent to process a template and render an HTML document that 
contains live Express data, the template should be structured with:

■ An optional header

■ The body

■ An optional footer

This is the same structure that is enforced by XWD_VWPG.CREATE.
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The body
The body of the template is one or more views of Express data. 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE generates a data view from a template the same way that 
XWD_VWPG.CREATE generates a data view from an Express application program. 
These two programs have the same syntax, except that XWD_VIEW.CREATE does 
not use header and footer programs; instead, the template provides the header and 
footer. In a template, the body can have more than one data view.

Comments that generate data views
All of the Express code for generating a data view must be entered in a comment 
tag with the following format.

<!--EXPRESS VIEW
       .
       .           "Express commands for a data view
       .
-->

In HTML, <!-- identifies the beginning of a comment, and --> identifies the end. 
The keywords EXPRESS VIEW signal to Express Web Agent that this comment 
contains Express code to generate a data view. Express Web Agent processes the 
commands in this type of comment tag only when the page is loaded in response to 
a hyperlink on another page, even though the page might be regenerated numerous 
times as the user manipulates the data view.

Comments that execute Express commands
Express code that is unrelated to generating the data view can also be embedded in 
a template. These Express commands must be entered in a comment tag with the 
following format.

<!--EXPRESS
       .
       .           "Express commands
       .
-->

The single keyword EXPRESS signals to Express Web Agent that this comment 
contains Express code that is unrelated to a data view. Express Web Agent processes 
these commands each time it generates a new page.
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Tip on debugging
You can embed as much Express code as you like in a template. However, you 
cannot precompile your code, and you will have more difficulty in debugging it 
than you would debugging a program in Express. For this reason, you should put 
any complex code in a program that you can debug separately. Then you can just 
put a call to the debugged and compiled program in an Express comment in your 
template.

Entering comments using an HTML editor
Your HTML editor might not have a toolbar icon or menu choice for entering 
comments. If it does not, then you can use its facility for entering HTML tags. For 
example, with FrontPage, you insert an “HTML Markup Bot” in your document 
using the dialog box shown in the following figure.

The bot appears as a small icon in your document.

Related information
For more information about XWD_VIEW.CREATE, search in the Express Web Agent 
Help system for “XWD_VIEW.CREATE.”

You might also find the discussion in Chapter 3 on XWD_VWPG.CREATE to be 
helpful.
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A Simple Example

Introduction
The following is a simple application that uses a template to create exactly the same 
data view as the Express programs that are described in Chapter 3.

The application consists of the following components:

■ The template

■ The Express initialization program

■ The URL for opening the application

The template
The following example shows the HTML tags for a template. The header contains 
tags that render the text “Our Company’s Sales Data” in the title bar and as a large 
heading. The body consists of a comment with the EXPRESS VIEW keywords. The 
comment contains a call to XWD_VIEW.CREATE to generate a table of data. 

The footer generates two hyperlinks using very different methods: 

■ A hyperlink to a text file is generated by an ordinary HTML anchor tag. 

■ A hyperlink to end the Express session is coded using two Developer’s Toolkit 
programs, HTP.ANCHOR and XWD_URLCLOSE, which are inserted in an 
EXPRESS comment.

<html>
<head>
<title>Our Company’s Sales Data</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Our Company’s Sales Data</h1>
<!--EXPRESS
push dateformat
dateformat = ’<MTEXTL> <D>, <YYYY>’
call htp.header(’2’, today)
pop dateformat
-->
<!--EXPRESS VIEW
call xp_sllimit(’channel’, ’all’, ’select’, -
     ’NONE’, ’all’)
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call xwd_view.create(’JAVATABLE’, -
     ’F.SALES\nF.QUOTA;DECIMALS=0’, -
     ’MEASURES\nTIME;SELECTION=S2’, -
     ’PRODUCT;SELECTION=S3’, -
     ’GEOGRAPHY;SELECTION=S1\nCHANNEL’)
-->
<p>
<!--EXPRESS
call htp.anchor(xwd_urlclose, ’Close Express Session’)
-->
</body>
</html>

If you are using a WYSIWYG editor, then these tags are not visible unless you 
switch to a view of the HTML source document.

Express initialization program
The following Express program provides the minimum amount of code that is 
needed to generate a data view using the template for the simple example. The 
template has a file name of sales1.html, and is located in a directory named 
c:/webworks/salesapp on the server.

call xwd_meta.init
call xwd_attachdb(’XADEMO.DB’)
call xwd_settmppath(’c:/webworks/salesapp’)
call xwd_tmppg.create(’sales1.html’)

URL for opening the application
The initial URL to start an Express Web session has the syntax that is described in 
Chapter 2. The following URL attaches the SALES database and runs the STARTUP 
program.

/ows-bin/oowa.exe/ExpSrv631/dbxwdevkit
     /xwd_init?sales/startup

This command uses the CGI interface on Windows NT (ows-bin/oowa.exe). 
Note that the URL should be on one line and not broken as shown here.
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Figure: Page created by the sample template
The sample template produces the following page with a table of Express data. 
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5
Working With Objects

Chapter summary
In this chapter, you will learn the basics of manipulating objects.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Introduction to Web Objects

■ Manipulating a View

■ Changing Component Properties

Introduction to Web Objects

Additional flexibility in data views
As you learned in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the Developer’s Toolkit enables you to 
create a data view very easily. You can change default settings and code even more 
functionality into your data views by manipulating the objects that the Toolkit 
creates and maintains to define an HTML page. 
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Definitions: Objects, properties, and handles
In the Developer’s Toolkit, an object is a structure that represents all or part of page. 
The properties of all of the objects that are associated with a single data view identify 
its characteristics, and define both its contents and appearance. 

Although you cannot view these objects in your database, you can acquire object 
handles, or identifiers. Using an object’s handle, you can find out the current values 
of its properties or assign them new values.

Two-stage process for generating pages
An Express Web page is created in two stages:

1. Your application code calls programs in the Developer’s Toolkit that create Web 
objects, set their properties, and apply methods to manipulate them.

2. The Developer’s Toolkit uses these objects to generate an instance of an HTML 
page.

This two-stage processing allows you to write modular code that addresses an 
object on a page without having to regenerate the entire page; the Developer’s 
Toolkit knows the current state of other objects on the page and regenerates the 
page as necessary.

Derivation of objects
Your Web application code can create and manipulate objects. Objects inherit the 
properties of their parents, so that a JAVATABLE or HTMLTABLE object has its own 
properties, plus those of TABLE, VIEW, and OBJECT. Likewise, the JAVAGRAPH 
object has its own properties, plus those of GRAPH, VIEW, and OBJECT. Note that 
the graph component objects, such as GRAPH.ROW, are derived from the OBJECT 
object.

For a complete list of objects, from the Express Web Agent Help Contents, click 
Objects List. The resulting list of object names use indentation to show which 
objects are derived from other objects. For example, all other objects are derived 
from the OBJECT object.

You can manipulate the other objects if you want to achieve a different appearance 
or manipulate the data differently from the ways that are provided by 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE and XWD_VWPG.CREATE. The Developer’s Toolkit includes 
the low-level programs that these higher-level programs use to generate a view.
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Example of objects created by a template
The following is the contents of ONEVIEW.HTML from the Samples application, 
with labels that identify the objects that the Developer’s Toolkit creates.

Begin HTMLBLOCK

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
   <TITLE>Introduction to Templates</TITLE>
   <META NAME="GENERATOR" CONTENT="Mozilla/3.0b5aGold
   (Win95; I) [Netscape]">
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<P><IMG SRC="/oew-install/sample/wabanner.gif" 
   ALT="Express Web Agent" ></P>
<H3>Introduction to Templates</H3>
<P><B><FONT COLOR="#0000FF">The table below is 
   generated from a single Express
   Developer’s Toolkit call!</FONT> </B>
<HR>

End HTMLBLOCK

Begin VIEW

<!--EXPRESS VIEW
limit time to ’CURRENT.YTD’
Call xwd_view.create(-
’TABLE’,’F.SALES’,’TIME;HIERARCHY=YTD\NMEASURES’, 
-’GEOGRAPHY;SELECTION=DEFAULT’, -
’CHANNEL;SELECTION=DEFAULT -
PRODUCT;SELECTION=DEFAULT’, ’DECIMALS=0’)
-->

End VIEW

Begin HTMLBLOCK

<HR>

End HTMLBLOCK
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Begin CODEBLOCK

<!--EXPRESS
Call xs_sampleFooter
-->

End CODEBLOCK

Begin HTMLBLOCK

</P>
</BODY>
</HTML>

End HTMLBLOCK

Note about terminology
In this chapter, “DATACUBE object” and “data cube” are two ways of referring to 
the same object. Likewise, a “PAGE object” is the same as a “page,” and a “VIEW 
object” is the same as a “view.”

Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Express Web Agent 
Help system:

“Objects List”
“XWD_CREATE”
“XWD_CUBE.CREATE”
“XWD_PAGE.CREATE”
“XWD_VIEW.CREATE”
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Manipulating a View

Description
When you create a data view, you can get its handle. Then you can manipulate its 
properties and the properties of objects that are contained in the view.

Getting the view handle
If you are using templates, then you will use XWD_VIEW.CREATE to define data 
views. It returns the handle to a VIEW object. You can also name the view in the call 
to XWD_VIEW.CREATE, and obtain the view handle from the name using 
XWD_GETOBJECT.

If you are writing Express programs to generate views, then you will use 
XWD_VWPG.CREATE. It returns the handle to a PAGE object. However, you can 
name the view in the call to XWD_VWPG.CREATE, and obtain the view handle 
from the name using XWD_GETOBJECT.

Procedure: Changing view properties
Follow these steps to change the value of a property for the VIEW object:

1. Define a local TEXT variable in which to store the handle of the view.

2. Get the handle to the view by assigning it a name in the call to 
XWD_VWPG.CREATE, then use XWD_GETOBJECT to derive the handle of the 
view from the name. 

or

If you are using templates, then just store the return value of 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE in a local variable.

3. Use XWD_SETPROPVALx to set a property to a new value.

Note: Use the appropriate XWD_SETPROPVALx program for the data type of 
the property that you are changing. For example, use XWD_SETPROPVALB to 
change a Boolean property, XWD_SETPROPVALI to change an integer property, 
and so forth.
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Example: Removing a tool from the View toolbar
The following program fragment removes the Choose Values From List tool from 
the View toolbar.

variable htable text
call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVATABLE’, ’F.SALES’, na, na,-
     na, na, na, na, ’salesview’)
htable=xwd_getobject(’salesview’)
call xwd_setpropvalb(htable, ’ENABLELIST’, no)

Changing Component Properties

Objects that are contained in a view
After you obtain the handle of the view, you can derive the handles of objects that 
are contained in the view. For example, after you get the handle of a Java graph, you 
can get the handle of all of the graph component objects and change their property 
values. Likewise, after you get the handle of a Java table, you can get the handle of 
all of the table component objects and change their property values.

To see the list of objects and their properties, from the Express Web Agent Help 
Contents, click Properties List.

Procedure: Changing component properties
Follow this procedure to change the value of a property for an object that is 
contained by the view:

1. Define local TEXT variables in which to store the handles of the view and other 
objects.

2. Get the handle to the view by assigning it a name in the call to 
XWD_VWPG.CREATE, then use XWD_GETOBJECT to derive the handle of the 
view from the name. 

or

If you are using templates, then just store the return value of 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE in a local variable.

3. Use XWD_GETCONTENT to derive the handle of an object that is contained by 
the view.
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4. Use XWD_SETPROPVALx to set the property of the object to a new value.

Note: Use the appropriate XWD_SETPROPVALx program for the data type of 
the property that you are changing. For example, use XWD_SETPROPVALB to 
change a Boolean property, XWD_SETPROPVALI to change an integer property, 
and so forth.

Example: Generating a title
The following program fragment sets the value of several properties on the 
TABLE.TITLE object.

variable htable text
variable htitle text
call xwd_setpropvalb(’VIEW’, ’ENABLEPRINT’, yes)
call xwd_vwpg.create('JAVATABLE', 'F.SALES', na, na,-
     na, na, na, na, 'salesview')
htable=xwd_getobject('salesview')
call xwd_setpropvalb(htable, 'ENABLESELECTDATA', no)
htitle=xwd_getcontent(htable, 0, 'TABLE.TITLE')
call xwd_setpropvalb(htitle, 'VISIBLE', yes)
call xwd_setpropvalb(htitle, 'FONTBOLD', yes)
call xwd_setpropvali(htitle, 'FONTSIZE', 14)
call xwd_setpropvalt(htitle, 'TEXT', -
     'Our Company\'s Sales Data')

The following figure shows the result of the new property values.
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Related information
Search for the following topics in the Express Web Agent Help system:

“Properties List”
“XWD_GETCONTENT”
“XWD_GETOBJECT”
“XWD_SETPROPVAL”
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6
Creating Java Graphs

Chapter summary
In this chapter, you will learn how to create a customized Java graph.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Creating a Graph

■ Rendering the Data Cube

■ Choosing a Graph Type

■ Specifying a Graph Type

■ Changing the Graph Type

■ Altering a Graph’s Appearance

■ Changing Row Properties

■ Scrolling and Zooming

Creating a Graph

Default graph type
A clustered bar graph is the default graph type. You can create it easily, just by 
specifying JAVAGRAPH as the view type in a call to XWD_VIEW.CREATE or 
XWD_VWPG.CREATE.
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Example: Generating a default graph
The following Express program is identical to the simple example in Chapter 3, 
except that the view type is JAVAGRAPH instead of JAVATABLE.

call xwd_meta.init
call xwd_attachdb(’XADEMO’)
call xp_sllimit(’GEOGRAPHY’, ’LEVEL’, ’SELECT’, -
     ’STANDARD’, ’L2’)
call xp_sllimit(’PRODUCT’, ’LEVEL’, ’SELECT’, -
     ’STANDARD’, ’L2’)
call xp_sllimit(’CHANNEL’, ’CUBE’, ’TOTALCHANNEL’)
call xp_sllimit(’TIME’, ’FAMILY’, ’SELECT’, -
     ’STANDARD’, joinlines(’L1\nL2\nL3’), ’1996’)
call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVAGRAPH’, ’F.SALES’)

Figure: Default bar graph
This program creates the following view.
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Default layout of dimensions
The F.SALES variable is defined with four dimensions in this order: 

Geography
Product
Channel
Time

Geography is the fastest-varying dimension and is on the column edge of the data 
cube, along with measures, by default. Geography values and measures label the 
tick marks on the X-axis.

Product is the next-fastest-varying dimension and is on the row edge of the data 
cube by default. Product values are identified by data markers of different colors — 
in this case, the bars — which are identified in the legend.

Channel and Time are on the page edge of the data cube by default. Channel and 
Time values are listed in drop-down menus. 

Automatic use of metadata
The graph uses the descriptive names for measures and dimensions. For dimension 
values, it uses the short names along the X-axis, in the legend, and in the default 
subtitle. The long names for dimension values are used in the drop-down menus for 
the page dimension

User controls
Users can drill up and down in dimension values that are displayed on the X-axis 
and the legend for the first drillable dimension. When your pointer is over a 
dimension label, you will see a drilling label. To drill down to see contributing 
values, move the mouse pointer to the left side of the label and click; to drill up to 
see more aggregate values, move the pointer to the right side of the label and click. 
The text in the label will change to tell you whether clicking a particular spot will 
drill up or down in the value.

You can also see the numerical value that is represented by a marker — such as a 
bar, line, or pie slice — just by moving the mouse pointer over the marker.

The drop-down menus for page dimensions are exactly the same as on all other 
views. To change dimension values for a page dimension, users can expand the list 
by clicking a down arrow and selecting the desired value to generate a new page.
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Debugging tip
If you cannot display Java graphs, then check to see that you mapped 
oew-install to the owa631 directory for your listener, as described in the Oracle 
Express Web Products Installation Guide. This virtual name must be defined for graphs 
to be rendered by the Java applet.

You also must use a browser with Java support. Refer to the Express Web Agent 
release notes for information about browsers.

Rendering the Data Cube

Introduction
The syntax of XWD_VWPG.CREATE and XWD_VIEW.CREATE allows you to 
specify the three edges of a data cube: column, row, and page. Each graph type 
displays these edges in a particular format.

Column edge
Dimensions that are specified in the column-edge parameter of a call to 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE or XWD_VWPG.CREATE are placed on the column edge of 
the data cube. By default, the fastest-varying dimension and measures are on the 
column edge.

In a graph, dimension values on the column edge usually label the data markers 
along the X-axis.

Row edge
Dimensions that are specified in the row-edge parameter of a call to 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE or XWD_VWPG.CREATE are placed on the row edge of the 
data cube. By default, the next-fastest-varying dimension is on the row edge.

In a graph, dimension values on the row edge usually label the icons in the legend.

Page edge
Dimensions that are specified in the page-edge parameter of a call to 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE or XWD_VWPG.CREATE are placed on the page edge. By 
default, all dimensions except for the two fastest-varying dimensions are on the 
page edge.
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Only one page is rendered at a time in a view. Drop-down menus list the other 
dimension values, so that users can select other pages.

Example: Specifying the column and row edges
The following command reverses the positions of the Geography and Product 
dimensions in the data cube. It specifies Product on the column edge and 
Geography on the row edge.

call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVAGRAPH’, ’F.SALES’, -
     ’PRODUCT’, ’GEOGRAPHY’)

Figure: Product on the column edge of a bar graph
The following figure shows the way that the data is rendered in a bar graph with 
Product and measures on the column edge and Geography on the row edge. 
Compare this figure with the default layout that is shown in “Creating a Graph” on 
page 6-1.
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Related information
For more information about data cubes, search the Express Web Agent Help system 
for “DATACUBE object.”

Choosing a Graph Type

Introduction
A graph view can be rendered as many different types of graphs. There are many 
defined graph types; however, a smaller number is supported by Java graphs. 

Supported graph types
The following graph types are supported by Java graphs.

Basic Graph Type Variations

Bar Clustered

Clustered dual-Y 

Stacked

Line Absolute

Absolute dual-Y

Percent

Stacked

Area Absolute

Absolute dual-Y

Percent

Stacked

3-D 3-D

Pie Single

Scatter Scatter

Scatter dual-Y

Stock Market Stock market

Stock market dual-Y
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Unsupported graph types
Graph types that are not supported by Java graphs, but are supported by the 
GRAPH object, are mapped to a supported graph type. If you specify an 
unsupported graph type, then you will not get an error. Instead, you will get the 
closest match to the specified graph.

For the graph type mappings, search the Express Web Agent Help system for 
“VIEWTYPE property.”

Sample graphs
You might find it helpful to see how the supported graphs are rendered. You can 
run the Samples application to view the various types of graphs. The Java graph 
example allows you to change the graph type.

VIEWTYPELIST property
The list of supported Java graph types is stored in VIEWTYPELIST, which is a 
property of the VIEW object. For more information, search the Express Web Agent 
Help system for “VIEWTYPELIST property.”

Specifying a Graph Type

Introduction
There are two ways of specifying a particular graph type: an integer value or a 
qualified data reference (QDR). Both values are listed in the Express Web Agent 
Help system in the “VIEWTYPE property” topic.

This topic provides additional information about these values and how you can 
view them in the Developer’s Toolkit.

Integer values and QDRs
The VIEWTYPE property has an integer data type. Each graph type is specified by 
an integer, such as 1 for clustered bar graphs, 2 for dual-Y clustered bar graphs, and 
so forth.

Database objects in the xwtext database allow you to use a descriptive QDR that 
returns the appropriate integer value. Although the QDR is longer, it provides a 
more meaningful identifier.
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For example, you can specify a pie graph either with the integer value 23 or the 
following QDR:

xwc_value(xwt_msgid, ’XWC_GT.SINGLE_PIE’)

Graph identifiers
XWT_MSGID is a dimension in the xwtext database. It contains (among other 
values) a descriptive value for each graph type.

For example, it has the value XWC_GT.SINGLE_PIE for single pie graphs and 
XWC_GT.BAR_CLUSTERED for clustered bar graphs.

XWT_MSGID dimensions an integer variable named XWC_VALUE, which contains 
the numeric property values for each graph type.
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Figure: Graph types in XWC_VALUE
The following figure shows the graph types that are listed in XWC_VALUE in the 
XWTEXT database.

Procedure: Viewing values of XWC_VALUE
If you want to look at the values of XWC_VALUE in the xwtext database, then 
follow this procedure for using Administrator:

1. Use Administrator to connect to Express Server.

2. Open the Express Command window and detach the xwtext database with the 
following command.

database detach xwtext

Tip: Click the Express Command icon or choose Express Command from the 
Run menu.
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3. From the File menu, choose Open and reattach xwtext.db.

Directory Path Examples

Windows NT: c:\orant\olap\oes631\owa631

Unix: /home/oracle/olap/oes631/owa631

4. In the Database Browser, double-click XWC_VALUE, then select the Data tab.

Result: You will see the integer values of the graph types.

Tips: For a more readable display, right-click the table and change the column 
widths to the following values.

     Label column — 32

     Data column — 10

You can use the Selector to limit the _XWT.MSGID dimension to those values 
starting with XWC_GT.

Viewing graph descriptions
XWT_MSGID dimensions another variable, XWT_MESSAGE, which provides 
descriptions of the graph types. You might want to use these descriptions when 
creating the user interface for your Web application if, for example, it allows users 
to change the graph type.

To view XWT_MESSAGE, follow the procedure for viewing XWC_VALUE, 
replacing XWC_VALUE with XWT_MESSAGE. For a more readable display with 
viewing XWT_MESSAGE in Administrator:

■ Swap the dimensions so that XWT_MSGID is down and XWTEXT.LANGDIM is 
across.

■ Right-click the table and change the column widths to the following values.

Label column — 30

Data column — 20
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Changing the Graph Type

VIEWTYPE property
To change the graph type from the default clustered bar graph to another type, you 
must change the view’s VIEWTYPE property. You can do this after getting a handle 
to the view.

Example: Generating a pie graph
The following program fragment generates a pie graph. It uses XWD_GETOBJECT 
to get the handle to the data view. Then it uses XWD_SETPROPVALI to set the 
value of the VIEWTYPE property. 

The QDR that is used in the call to XWD_SETPROPVALI returns an integer value of 
23, which specifies a pie graph. (Note that XWD_SETPROPVALI is used to set 
integer properties, XWD_SETPROPVALB is used to set Boolean properties, and so 
on.)

variable hgraph text      "Graph handle
call xwd_meta.init
call xwd_attachdb(’XADEMO’)
     .
     .  "Limit dimensions
     .
" Create the graph
call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVAGRAPH’, ’F.SALES’, -
     na, na, na, na, na, na, ’salesdata’)
" Get the view handle
hgraph = xwd_getobject(’salesdata’)
" Set the VIEWTYPE property to a single pie graph
call xwd_setpropvali(hgraph, ’VIEWTYPE’, -
     xwc_value(xwt_msgid, ’XWC_GT.SINGLE_PIE’))
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Figure: Sample pie graph
The example program produces the following graph.

Altering a Graph’s Appearance

Introduction
To change the appearance of a graph, you must change the value of the property 
that controls that aspect of the graph. But before you can change the property value, 
you must first get the handle to the appropriate object.

Graph components
The way a graph looks is affected by properties on the VIEW object, the GRAPH 
object, the JAVAGRAPH object, and many graph component objects.

The properties of the graph components provide the greatest opportunity to 
customize a graph. For example, if you want to display a title for your graph, then 
you must set the properties of the GRAPH.TITLE component.
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The graph component objects are contained by the GRAPH object. To get the handle 
to a graph component, you pass the handle to the graph object to 
XWD_GETCONTENT.

Information about these objects and their properties is provided in the Express Web 
Agent Help system. From the Contents, click Objects List.

Example: Providing a title
GRAPH.TITLE is the graph component object whose properties control the title of a 
graph. It has two properties, VISIBLE and TEXT.

The following program uses XWD_GETCONTENT to get the handle to 
GRAPH.TITLE and sets its VISIBLE and TEXT properties.

variable hgraph text  "Graph handle
variable hcomp text   "Graph component handle
     .
     .   "Limit dimensions
     .
call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVAGRAPH’, ’F.SALES’, -
     na, na, na, na, na, na, ’salesdata’)
" Get handles of graph and GRAPH.TITLE
hgraph = xwd_getobject(’salesdata’)
hcomp = xwd_getcontent(hgraph, 0, ’GRAPH.TITLE’)
" Set properties
call xwd_setpropvalb(hcomp, ’VISIBLE’, yes)
call xwd_setpropvalt(hcomp, ’TEXT’, ’My Sales Data’)

Note: You can use XWD_GETOBJECT to get the handle to any object except a row. 
Rows are discussed in “Changing Row Properties” on page 6-14.
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Figure: Graph with a title
The following figure shows the graph with a title.

Changing Row Properties

XWD_GRP.GETROW program
To get the handle to most objects, you use the XWD_GETCONTENT program. 
However, most graphs have several values on the row edge. XWD_GRP.GETROW 
allows you to manipulate the properties of each row individually.
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Example: Creating a bar-line graph
MARKERTYPE is a property of the GRAPH.ROW object. The following program 
creates a bar graph and changes the marker type for the first row, which is All 
Products, to a line. You can use the same technique to create other mixed-type 
graphs.

variable hgraph text    "Graph handle
variable hrow text       "Row handle
call xwd_meta.init
call xwd_attachdb(’XADEMO’)
     .
     .     "Limit dimensions
     .
" Create a bar graph
call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVAGRAPH’, ’F.SALES’, na, na,-
     na, na, na, na, ’salesdata’)
" Get handles to graph and row 1
hgraph = xwd_getobject(’salesdata’)
hrow = xwd_grp.getrow(hgraph, 1)
" Change the marker for row 1 to a line
call xwd_setpropvali(hrow, ’MARKERTYPE’, -
     xwc_value(xwt_msgid ’XWC_MT.LINE’))
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Figure: Bar-line graph
The following graph shows the aggregate value, All Products, as a line and its 
contributing values as bars.

Example: Changing the marker shape
MARKERSHAPE is a property of the GRAPH.ROW object. The following program 
creates a scatter graph and changes the marker for the second row, which is the 
Video Division, to diamonds.

variable hgraph text    "Graph handle
variable hrow text      "Row component handle
     .
     .     "Limit dimensions
     .
call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVAGRAPH’, ’F.SALES\nF.QUOTA’, -
     na, na, na, na, na, na, ’salesdata’)
" Get handles to graph and row 2
hgraph = xwd_getobject(’salesdata’)
hrow = xwd_grp.getrow(hgraph, 2)
" Change to scatter graph
call xwd_setpropvali(hgraph, ’VIEWTYPE’, -
     xwc_value(xwt_msgid, ’XWC_GT.SCATTER’))
" Change row 2 marker to a diamond
call xwd_setpropvali(hrow, ’MARKERSHAPE’, -
     xwc_value(xwt_msgid ’XWC_MS.DIAMOND’))
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Figure: Scatter graph with two marker shapes
The following scatter graph shows default rectangular markers for the Audio and 
Accessory Divisions, and diamonds for the Video Division.

Scrolling and Zooming

Introduction
You can easily enhance your graphs to allow users to scroll on the X-axis and to 
zoom in and out of an area of the graph.

All graphs allow users to manipulate various aspects of the view. These controls are 
described fully in the runtime Help system for Express Web Agent and Express Web 
Publisher.

SCROLL property
The SCROLL property on the JAVAGRAPH object turns scrolling on and off. It also 
enables and disables other properties that are related to scrolling. Users can zoom 
only on graphs that have scrolling turned on.
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The following program fragment turns on scrolling.

call xwd_vwpg.create(’JAVAGRAPH’, ’F.SALES’, -
     na, na, na, na, na, na, ’salesdata’)
hgraph = xwd_getobject(’salesdata’)
call xwd_setpropvalb(hgraph, ’SCROLL’, yes)

Figure: Graph with scroll bar
In the following figure, a pointer locates the scroll bar on the graph.
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Figure: Zooming in
Users can click and drag the mouse pointer from one point in the plot area to 
another. The area that is covered by the drag rectangle expands to fill the plot area, 
as shown here.
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Figure: Zooming out
After zooming in on an area of the graph, users can use the mouse button and 
Control key to zoom out, repeatedly if desired, as shown in this figure. Complete 
information on controlling zooming is described in the runtime Help system for 
Express Web Agent.

Related information
For additional information about properties that control scrolling, search in the 
Express Web Agent Help system for “scrolling.”
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7
Creating Java Tables

Chapter summary
In this chapter, you will learn how to create a customized Java table.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Description of a Java Table View

■ Specifying Page Breaks in Java Tables

■ Allowing Users to Edit Data in Tables

■ Formatting Table Cells
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Description of a Java Table View

Figure: Sample table
When a user clicks the hyperlink that is associated with the URL that is described in 
the simple example in Chapter 3, a table of live Express data is displayed.

Automatic use of metadata
As you can see from the table, XWD_VWPG.CREATE automatically uses default 
hierarchies for the dimensions and descriptive names for the measure, dimensions, 
and dimension values. The hierarchies and descriptive names are stored as 
metadata for the XADEMO database. This metadata was created using Administrator. 

Without a defined hierarchy, drilling would not be supported. 

Without descriptive names from the metadata, you would see database object 
names, such as the those that are described in the following table.

Metadata Descriptive Names Database Object Names

Sales F.SALES

All Channels TOTALCHANNEL

Audio Division AUDIODIV
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Default table layout
Because of the order of the dimensions in the definition of F.SALES, by default the 
PRODUCT values identify the rows down the page, GEOGRAPHY values identify 
the columns across the page, and TIME and CHANNEL values identify individual 
pages.

Dimension hierarchies
The F.SALES variable stores both low-level, detailed data and higher level totals. 
The dimensions of the variable have a hierarchical structure that differentiates the 
levels of aggregation. For any type of analysis to be meaningful, you must be able to 
tell which values represent totals of other values. 

In the table, a small indentation in the list of dimension values identifies the level of 
the values in each dimension hierarchy. You can see by the indentation that Portable 
Audio and Audio Components are contained in the total for Audio Division.

User controls
Java tables allow users to manipulate the table directly, in addition to the controls 
that are provided on the View toolbar. 

Multiline Java table components
In a Java table, you might need to have a large number of words in the table’s title, 
subtitle, or footnote. If the large number requires that words wrap onto multiple 
lines, then end users will see these multiple lines when the table is displayed on the 
screen or is printed.

Express Web Agent does not limit the number of lines in the title, subtitle, or 
footnote. Bear in mind that the text in these components has priority over the table’s 
vertical space. The more space that these components require, the less space is 
available for the table itself.

Related information
For more information about hierarchies, search in the Administrator Help system 
for “Defining Hierarchies.”

For more information about user controls, display a Java table from the Samples 
application and click the Help icon on the View toolbar.
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Specifying Page Breaks in Java Tables

Page breaks and dimension values
Page breaks are associated with dimension values that appear in the row edge or 
column edge of a table. Multiple page breaks can be specified on a single edge. If a 
certain dimension value is associated with a page break, then each time that 
dimension value is displayed on the edge (for example, if the dimension value is 
repeated due to nesting) a page break occurs before that value. When the user prints 
the table, the page breaks indicate where the table will break across physical sheets 
of paper.

Dimension status and page breaks
When the user rotates a dimension and one or more of the dimension’s values has a 
page break associated with the value, then the break remains, provided that the 
value with which the break is associated is still in status. If the user alters the data in 
the table (either explicitly using the Selector tools or implicitly by drilling) such that 
the associated dimension value is no longer in status, then the page break 
associated with that value is removed, but all other page breaks remain.

Displaying breaks in tables
If a page break is associated with a dimension value, then a dotted line is displayed 
with that value in the data body of the table, as described in the following table.

Indicating whether page breaks are used
The USEPAGEBREAKS property of the DATACUBE object indicates whether page 
breaks are used for the dimensions of that object when the table that contains the 
object is displayed. This Boolean property defaults to NO. You must set this 
property to YES if you want the table to use page breaks. 

IF the page break occurs on the . . . THEN the dotted line is displayed . . .

row edge, before the dimension value.

column edge, to the left of the dimension value.
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Indicating which values are associated with breaks
You use the PAGEBREAKEXP property of the EDGENODE object to indicate which 
dimension values are associated with page breaks. The value of this property is 
usually an expression (such as a formula or variable) that is dimensioned by the 
dimension where the page breaks occur. The expression must return a value that 
specifies either no break or a break before a particular dimension value.

Sample code for specifying page breaks
The following sample code shows how to create a table and specify page breaks for 
the dimension values in it. 

define PROD.BREAK formula integer <PRODUCT>
.
.
.
_view = xwd_view.create(’JAVATABLE’, ’F.SALES’, -
            ’PRODUCT;SELECTION=DEFAULT’, ’DECIMALS=0’)
"Turn on page breaks
_cube = xwd_view.cube(_view)
call xwd_setpropvalb(_cube, ’USEPAGEBREAKS’, YES)
_edgenode = xwd_cube.getend(_cube, ’PRODUCT’)
call xwd_setpropvalt(_edgenode, ’PAGEBREAKEXP’, ’PROD.BREAK’)

Sample formula definitions
You can populate the expression for the PAGEBREAKEXP property in many ways. 
The following samples demonstrate commands that you might use after defining 
the PROD.BREAK formula that is shown in the previous sample code.

Breaking at specific values
The following expression supports page breaks at specific PRODUCT values, such 
as P2 and P5.

if inlist(’P2\nP5’, PRODUCT)
     then XWC_VALUE(XWT_MSGID ’XWC_PB.BEFORE’)
     else XWC_VALUE(XWT_MSGID ’XWC_PB.NONE’)
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Breaking at specific levels
The following expression supports page breaks at all PRODUCT values that are at 
the L2 level.

if P0.LEVELREL(PRODUCT PRODUCT) eq ’L2’
     then XWC_VALUE(XWT_MSGID ’XWC_PB.BEFORE’)
     else XWC_VALUE(XWT_MSGID ’XWC_PB.NONE’)

Related information
See “Specifying Page Breaks for Printing” on page A-44 to learn about the template 
in the Samples application that demonstrates page breaks. For additional 
information about the properties that affect page breaks, search in the Express Web 
Agent Help system for the following topics:

“PAGEBREAKEXP Property”
“USEPAGEBREAKS Property”

Allowing Users to Edit Data in Tables

Editing table cells
Java tables provide many features for displaying data in cells. By default, users 
cannot edit the data in cells. As an application developer, you can write code to 
provide users with the ability to edit the data in cells and to have the newly entered 
data written back to a database. 

Procedure: Preparing for users to edit data in tables
As an application developer, you must perform various tasks if you want to prepare 
a table in the application that users can edit. These tasks are outlined in the 
following list, and each step is described separately.

1. Write code that creates a table and sets the ALLOWCELLEDITING property on 
the DATACUBE to make that table editable.

Tip: If you want all possible cells in a table to be editable, then you can perform 
only Steps 1 and 5. You can accept the default behavior that Express Web Agent 
provides for Steps 2 through 4. Any cell that contains data that is generated by a 
formula cannot be edited.

2. Specify which cells in the table are editable.
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3. Prepare for writing data back to the database.

4. Control the refreshing of the data cursor.

5. Control updates to the database.

Step 1: Making the table editable
By default, tables are not editable. To make a particular table editable, set the 
ALLOWCELLEDITING property for the data cube of the table to the appropriate 
value other than XWC_AE.NONE_EDITABLE.

Step 2: Specifying which cells are editable
Not all cells of every editable table can be edited. For example, some cells might 
contain values that are generated by a formula, and some cells might contain 
historical data that users should not change. The data cursor for each measure 
contains an edit information layer, called EDITINFO. This layer indicates which cells 
are editable. This layer is populated at the same time that the data is loaded into the 
cursor.

Follow these steps to specify which cells are editable.

1. Define a formula or variable for populating the EDITINFO layer of the data 
cursor for a measure. Typically, this expression is a formula that has the same 
dimensions as the data in the table, so that the formula provides a value that 
specifies the editable type for each table cell.  For example, some cells contain 
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data of a certain type while some cells are never editable. The following table 
describes the editable types.

2. Set the EDITINFOEXP property to the name of the expression that you defined 
in Step 1. This property applies to the MEASURE object.

If the expression is a formula, then you can omit Steps 3 and 4.

3. If the expression that you defined in Step 1 is a variable, then you can 
optionally write an Express program that populates the variable at runtime 
with the editable state of each cell in the editable table, as described in Step 1. 

4. Set the EDITDATALAYERPRG property to the name of the program that you 
defined in Step 3. This property applies to the DATACUBE object.

Value Constant Description

0 XWC_WB.NEVEREDIT The cell is never editable.

1 XWC_WB.TEXT The cell contains data of type Text in a 
single line and is editable.

2 XWC_WB.INTEGER The cell contains data of type Integer or 
Short Integer and is editable.

3 XWC_WB.DECIMAL The cell contains data of type Decimal or 
Short Decimal and is editable.

4 XWC_WB.DATE The cell contains data of type Date and is 
editable.
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Step 3: Preparing for writing data back to the database
Express Web Agent provides a default writeback program that you can simply use 
as is. Depending on the needs of your application, you can also choose to enhance 
the default writeback program by replacing it or by running other programs before 
or after it and by specifying the frequency of data writeback, as described in the 
following steps.

1. Decide whether you will prepare your own programs to assist in writing data 
back to the database, as described in the following table.

Tip: Express Web Agent provides three programs that are useful when writing 
data back to the database. You can choose to include one or more of the 
following programs in your writeback programs — XWD_GETEDTCOUNT, 
XWD_GETEDTINFO, and XWD_SETEDTINFO.

IF you want to call another 
Express program . . .

THEN write such a program and specify its name 
in the . . .

instead of executing the code in 
the default writeback program,

WRITEBACKPRG property. You should write such a 
program if the table contains data from a relational 
database and you want to write the data back to the 
relational database. In the program, you must include 
SQL functions to handle the writing of the data to the 
relational database.

before executing the code in the 
default writeback program,

PREWRITEBACKPRG property. You might include 
code in this program to modify the list of values to be 
written back.

after executing the code in the 
default writeback program 
and before the updated data is 
displayed in the table,

POSTWRITEBACKPRG property. You might include 
code in this program to perform calculations based 
on the new data.
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2. Set the WRITEBACKFREQ property to specify how often data should be 
written back to the database when users are editing cells in a table, as described 
in the following table.

Note: All the writeback programs should return a value of zero (0) to indicate 
success. If any program returns a value other than zero, then an error has occurred 
while data was being written back to the database. In this case, the writeback 
process is terminated, any values that have already been written back are returned 
to their original values, and the original values are displayed in the table. 

See the XS_WB.PROC program in the Samples database for sample code that uses 
the XWD_PUSHERROR program to handle errors in writeback programs.

Step 4: Controlling the refreshing of the data cursor
A powerful and useful property for editable tables is the EDITCURSORREFRESH 
property. The setting of this property affects the display of data in the table and the 
performance of the table.

Before you begin refreshing the data cursor
You must decide whether the data cursor will be merely updated or also refreshed 
during table editing. When a user edits a cell, the database is temporarily updated 
with the change; the changed data is not permanently stored in the database. The 
changed data is simply inserted into the appropriate location in the data cursor.

Refreshing involves re-populating the entire data cursor from its measures. Until 
the data cursor is refreshed with the changed data, the change is not reflected in any 

IF you want data to be 
written back . . . THEN set the WRITEBACKFREQ property to . . .

after every edit, XWC_WF.EVERYEDIT (the default). By writing data 
back after every edit, you ensure that the table always 
displays the latest formatted data (based on the setting 
of the EDITCURSORREFRESH property). This setting 
reduces the speed at which data can be entered, because 
a transmission to Express is needed with each writeback.

only after certain actions 
such as rotating or drilling,

XWC_WF.OTHER. By waiting to write back data until 
certain actions occur, you increase the speed of the 
application. If other cells in the table depend on values 
in cells that have been edited, then those other cells 
might display incorrect data until the data is written 
back and refreshed.
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other cells of the table. For example, if the new value affects a formula that is also 
displayed in the table, then a refresh must be done to see the change in the cells that 
display data from the formula.

Setting the EDITCURSORREFRESH property
To control the refreshing of the data cursor, set the EDITCURSORREFRESH 
property. The following table describes various scenarios for setting the value of this 
property.

IF you . . . THEN set the EDITCURSORREFRESH property to . . .

want to allow Express Web 
Agent to decide when to 
refresh the data cursor,

XWC_ERC_WEBAGENT (the default). In most cases, 
Express Web Agent decides the best time to refresh the data 
cursor. Express Web Agent always refreshes the data cursor 
when data is written back if one of the following conditions 
is met:

■ If the data cursor is using styles. Styles are described in 
“Formatting Table Cells” on page 7-13.

■ If any measure in the table is a formula. Because the data 
in a formula might depend on the data in an editable 
variable, Express Web Agent automatically refreshes the 
data cursor each time that changed data from the 
variable is written back to the database. This refreshing 
ensures that the formula always reflects the most current 
data.

know that for a particular 
table, no formulas depend 
on an editable variable,

XWC_ERC_NEVER. This setting specifies that while the data 
cursor is updated with any changed data, the entire data 
cursor is never refreshed during data writeback. By reducing 
the number of refreshes, you increase the speed of your 
application.

have a table that contains 
two variables and your 
writeback programs specify 
that one variable is 
modified in response to the 
data that is edited in the 
second variable,

XWC_ERC_ALWAYS, which specifies that the data cursor is 
always refreshed. Because Express Web Agent has no way of 
knowing about the dependency between the variables, 
Express Web Agent will not always refresh the data cursor. 
You must specify that the refresh should always happen.
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Step 5: Controlling database updates
While Express Web Agent provides many powerful features for allowing users to 
edit the data in table cells, you as the application developer must control how the 
data is permanently stored in the database, as described in the following steps. 

1. Use the appropriate security mechanisms for your site to control which users 
have write access to which databases and to which data values in those 
databases.

2. Write code to handle how and when the data is permanently written to the 
database. Express Web Agent does not execute any Express UPDATE 
commands to update databases. Your application must include code to handle 
such updates. 

Related information
See “Creating an Editable Table” on page A-47 to learn about the template in the 
Samples application that demonstrates editable tables. For additional information 
about the properties and programs that affect editable tables, search in the Express 
Web Agent Help system for the following topics:

“ALLOWCELLEDITING Property”
“EDITCURSORREFRESH Property”
“EDITDATALAYERPRG Property”
“EDITINFOEXP Property”
“POSTWRITEBACKPRG Property”
“PREWRITEBACKPRG Property”
“WRITEBACKFREQ Property”
“WRITEBACKPRG Property”
“XWD_GETEDTCOUNT Program”
“XWD_GETEDTINFO Program”
“XWD_SETEDTINFO Program”
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Formatting Table Cells

STYLE object
You use the STYLE object to specify formatting information for one or more cells in 
a Java table. In a style, you can specify information such as the fill color of the cell 
and the font name and size for the text in the cell. Styles can be used for many 
purposes, including indicating cells that are locked against data entry or cells with 
annotations. 

Formatting cells using styles
The data cursor for each measure contains a style layer. This layer indicates which 
table cells use which styles. This layer is populated at the same time that the data is 
loaded into the cursor.

Each cell in a table can use one style. You can define any number of styles for use in 
an application. If you do not associate a style with a particular cell, that cell uses the 
default formatting of the table that contains it. Styles are not used if the table is 
exported to a spreadsheet. If you print a table whose cells are using styles, then the 
table is printed using the same styles that are displayed on the screen. 

Procedure: Preparing for formatting cells in tables
As an application developer, you must perform various tasks if you want to prepare 
a table in the application to display formatting in cells. These tasks are outlined in 
the following list, and each step is described separately.

1. Write code that creates a table and sets the USESTYLES property to allow that 
table to display formatting using styles.

2. Define the styles for use in the application.

3. Specify which styles to load.

4. Specify which cells use which styles.

Step 1: Allowing the table to display formatting for cells
By default, tables do not use styles to format individual cells. To make a particular 
table use styles, set the USESTYLES property for the view to YES.
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Step 2: Defining the styles
Before you can apply any styles to table cells, you must define STYLE objects using 
the XWD_SETSTYLEINFO program. In this program, you create a style, assign it a 
unique ID and a name, and specify characteristics such as fill color, font color, font 
name, and horizontal alignment. 

Step 3: Specifying which styles to load
You use the STYLELIST property to specify whether all styles are loaded into 
memory or only those styles whose unique IDs you specify within the multiline list 
for the property setting. The property defaults to NA, which loads all styles. 

If the table tries to display a style that has not been loaded, then the user sees an 
error message to this effect.

Step 4: Specifying which cells use which styles
A cell in a table does not use a particular style until you associate the style with that 
cell. Follow these steps to specify which cells use which styles.

1. Define a text formula or variable for populating the style layer of the data 
cursor for a measure. Typically, this expression is a formula that has the same 
dimensions as the data in the table, so that the formula provides a value that 
specifies the ID of the style for each table cell. See “Sample code for using 
styles” on page 7-15.

2. Set the STYLEINFOEXP property to the name of the expression that you 
defined in Step 1.

If the expression is a formula, then you can omit Steps 3 and 4.

3. If the expression that you defined in Step 1 is a variable, then you can 
optionally write an Express program that populates the variable at runtime 
with the unique IDs for defined styles that are appropriate for each cell. Ensure 
that the program includes an argument that specifies a handle to the 
appropriate DATACUBE object.

4. Set the STYLEPROGRAM property to the name of the program that you 
defined in Step 3. This property applies to the DATACUBE object.
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Sample code for using styles
The following sample lines of code demonstrate how to define styles and 
expressions for associating styles with cells.

Sample style definitions
Suppose that you have defined the following three styles in an application. The 
styles use the IDs 1, 2, and 3. The styles are identical except for fill color.

call xwd_setstyleinfo(’STYLE’, 1, ’Low Sales’, ’0000FF’)
call xwd_setstyleinfo(’STYLE’, 2, ’OK Sales’, ’00FFFF’)
call xwd_setstyleinfo(’STYLE’, 3, ’Great Sales’, ’00FF00’)

Sample expression definition
The STYLEINFOEXP property must be set to a formula or variable that specifies 
which cells use which styles. The following line of code shows a sample definition 
for this expression.

define F.SALES.STYLE1 formula text <GEOGRAPHY PRODUCT CHANNEL TIME>

Sample formula definitions
You can populate the expression for the STYLEINFOEXP property in many ways. 
The following samples demonstrate commands that you might use after defining 
the F.SALES.STYLE1 formula that is shown in the previous sample code.

The following expression displays red for sales values less than 500,000, yellow for 
sales values less than 3,000,000, and green for all other sales values.

if F.SALES le 500000 then ’1’
 else if F.SALES le 3000000 then ’2’
 else ’3’

The following expression displays sales values greater than 3,000,000 in green and 
displays all other values using the default settings for the data body.

if F.SALES gt 3000000 then ’3’
 else XWC_VALUE(XWT_MSGID ’XWC_STYLE.DFT’)
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Related information
See “Data-Driven Formatting Using Styles” on page A-41 and “User-Specified Color 
Coding” on page A-42 to learn about the templates in the Samples application that 
demonstrate styles and table formatting. For additional information about the 
properties and program that affect styles and table formatting, search in the Express 
Web Agent Help system for the following topics:

“STYLE Object”
“STYLEINFOEXP Property”
“STYLELIST Property”
“STYLEPROGRAM Property”
“USESTYLES Property”
“XWD_SETSTYLEINFO Program”
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A
Exploring the Samples Application

Appendix summary
This appendix examines the techniques that are used in each of the examples in the 
Samples application.

List of topics
This appendix includes the following topics:

■ Viewing the Code

■ Opening Pages

■ Second Page: Creating a Simple Form

■ Second Page: Displaying Text That is Stored in Express Objects

■ Introduction to Templates

■ Java-Based Graphs

■ Using Advanced Graph Features

■ Multiple Views

■ Saved Selections

■ Rotating Cubes

■ Synchronized Views

■ Linked Views

■ Briefing Navigation

■ Export to a Spreadsheet
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■ Changing View Types

■ Creating Custom Measures

■ Building a Selector Add-In Object

■ Data-Driven Formatting Using Styles

■ User-Specified Color Coding

■ Specifying Page Breaks for Printing

■ Creating an Editable Table

■ Data Scoping Program Example

Viewing the Code

Two types of code
While exploring the Samples application, you will look at two different types of 
code:

■ HTML tags and text that are stored in templates. Express commands are stored 
in comments in the templates.

■ Express programs that are stored in the Samples database.

Viewing templates
The templates have a *.html file name and are stored in a directory with a name 
such as the following ones:

■ On Unix, /home/oracle/olap/oes631/owa631/sample

■ On Windows NT, \orant\olap\oes631\owa631\sample

The best way to view the templates is with an ordinary text editor, such as Unix vi 
or Windows Notepad. Although most browsers allow you to look at the source code 
of a rendered page, you will see the HTML and Java code that is generated by 
Express rather than the application code itself.
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Viewing Express programs
Use Administrator to view the programs in the Samples application. Attach 
samples.db, which is stored in a directory with a name such as the following 
ones:

■ On Unix, /home/oracle/olap/oes631/owa631

■ On Windows NT, \orant\olap\oes631\owa631

Related information
To understand the examples in the Samples application, you should look at the 
syntax of the commands that are used in its programs. 

For programs in the Developer’s Toolkit (those with names such as XWD_*, XW_*, 
and HTP.*), search in the Express Web Agent Help system.

For Express commands, search in the Express Language Help system.

Opening Pages

First opening page
The first opening page is produced by a static HTML file. It welcomes users to the 
Samples application. Users can then click one of the two links that are available to 
start running the Express application. The options for running the Samples 
application are:

■ Locally install Express Web Agent files and run Samples — Download the 
Express Web Agent Java classes to the user’s local drive once and avoid 
network access in the future. See “Installing Java Classes Locally” on page 1-18 
for information.

■ Run Samples without locally installing Express Web Agent files — Access the 
Samples without downloading the Express Web Agent Java classes.
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Second page
The second page is produced by Express programs that generate HTML text and 
tags. It has the following two parts: 

■ The top of the page consists of a form that gets information from the user that is 
necessary for the samples to work properly.

■ The bottom of the page lists the various samples. 

These parts are discussed separately.

Figure: Opening page
The following figure shows the opening page of the Samples application.

The template
The opening page is rendered by the text and HTML tags in the index.html 
template file.

Two HTML anchor tags provide the hyperlinks to run the XS_START program in 
the Samples database. The URL specifies that the Express Web Agent cartridge will 
be used with Oracle Application Server. (The URLs for the other listeners and 
listener interfaces have been omitted from this example.) In addition, the URL of the 
first hyperlink contains the “REQUIRED” argument, which specifies that the 
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Express Web Agent Java classes should be downloaded and installed on the local 
drive.

<html>
<head>
<title>Express Web Agent - Samples</title>
</head>
     .
     .
     .
<TABLE WIDTH=416>
<TR>
<TD WIDTH=120></TD>
<!-- Update the following line to use the appropriate Web listener  -->
<TD WIDTH=296><a href="/oowa/ExpSrv631/dbxwdevkit/xwd_init?samples/xs_start/required">
     Locally install Express Web Agent files and run Samples</a>:&nbsp;
      Download the Express Web Agent Java classes to your local drive once. 
      The files will automatically be downloaded and installed again when you
     upgrade to a new release of Web Agent.
      <HR SIZE="1" SHADE="NOSHADE"></TD></TR>
<TR>
  <TD WIDTH=120></TD>
  <!-- Update the following line to use the appropriate Web listener  -->
  <TD WIDTH=296><a href="/oowa/ExpSrv631/dbxwdevkit/xwd_init?samples/xs_start">
       Run Samples without locally installing Express Web Agent files</a>:&nbsp;
       Download the Express Web Agent Java classes each time you run the Samples. 
</TD></TR>
</TABLE>
     .
     .
     .
</body>
</html>

Second Page: Creating a Simple Form

Description
The top of the second page of the Samples application contains:

■ A text box where users can type in the location of the template files.

■ A radio button where users can choose Java or HTML tables.
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Figure: Acquiring information from the user
The following figure shows the top of the second page.

Database objects
The text box and radio buttons are part of a single form. Two programs in the 
samples database are associated with this form.

Defining the form
In the following code fragment from XS_GETSAMPLES, the XWD_FORMOPEN 
program is used to open the form so that the user’s input can be processed by an 
Express program. (The HTP.FORMOPEN program also generates the <FORM> tag 
to open an HTML form, but does not allow the contents of the form to be processed 
by an Express program.)

Program Description

XS_GETSAMPLES Defines the form. A call to XWD_FORMOPEN identifies 
XS_UPDATESETTING as the Express program that will 
process information that is entered in the form.

XS_UPDATESETTING Processes information that is entered in the form.
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The calls to HTP.PRINT and HTP.FORMTEXT generate the HTML tags for the label 
and text box in which users type the path of the template directory. The call to 
HTP.FORMTEXT assigns this field the name “PATH.”

call xwd_formOpen(’xs_updateSetting’,’GET’)
call htp.print(’Template directory: ’)
call htp.formText(’PATH’, 50, na, _XWD_TEMPLATEDIR)

Generating the radio buttons
The next code fragment, also from XS_GETSAMPLES, generates the radio buttons 
for the table types and the Update Settings button. The two calls to 
HTP.FORMRADIO assign this field the name “TABLETYPE.”

Notice that the HTF.FORMSUBMIT function is used, rather than the 
HTP.FORMSUBMIT program, so that the resulting HTML tags can be formatted by 
HTP.CENTER. HTF.FORMSUBMIT assigns this field (that is, the button) the name 
“SUBMIT.”

call htp.print(’Default table type:  ’)
Call htp.formRadio(’TABLETYPE’, ’JAVATABLE’, -
     XWD_GETTBLTYPE eq ’JAVATABLE’)
call htp.print(’Java’)
Call htp.formRadio(’TABLETYPE’,’HTMLTABLE’, -
     XWD_GETTBLTYPE eq ’HTMLTABLE’)
call htp.print(’HTML’)
call htp.br
call htp.center(htf.formSubmit(’SUBMIT’, ’Update Settings’))
call htp.formClose

Processing the information
When a user clicks the Update Settings button, the information that is entered in 
the form is sent to Express and passed to the XS_UPDATESETTING program as 
field-value pairs. The XW_GETFIELDNAME and XW_GETFIELDVALUE programs 
parse these pairs and store the information in local variables. An Express SWITCH 
command provides different processing for the different fields on the form. Note 
that the CASE statements use the field names that are assigned in the 
XS_GETSAMPLES program.

vrb _i     integer
vrb _value text
vrb _field text
_i = 1
while _i le argcount
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do
   _field = XW_GETFIELDNAME(arg(_i))
   _value = XW_GETFIELDVALUE(arg(_i))
   switch _field
   do
      case ’PATH’:
" If setting the template path returns false,
" then clear the errors on the stack and 
" let the user try again
         if XWD_SETTMPPATH(_value) eq FALSE
            then XWD_CLEARERRORS
         break
       case ’TABLETYPE’:
         call XWD_SETTBLTYPE(_value)
         break
       case ’SUBMIT’:
         break
   doend
_i = _i + 1
doend
return

Second Page: Displaying Text That is Stored in Express Objects

Description
The second part of the page has a section for each of the samples. For each sample, 
three pieces of information are displayed:

■ Title

■ Brief description

■ Hyperlink that generates the sample view 

All of this information is stored in Express variables.
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Figure: List of samples
The following figure shows the descriptions of the first two samples.

Database objects
The XS_GETSAMPLES program generates the list of samples, using information 
that is stored in several variables. The Run button that is associated with each 
sample is one of several small graphics that are used as hyperlinks throughout the 
Samples application.

Database Object Description

XS_IMAGE A formula that generates the full path name of the graphics files.

XS_IMAGEOBJ A text dimension that identifies the various graphic buttons such 
as Run, Back, Exit, and so forth.

XS_SAMPLE An integer dimension.

XS_SAMPLEDESC A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_SAMPLE and that 
contains a descriptive paragraph for each of the samples.

XS_SAMPLETITLE A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_SAMPLE and that 
contains titles such as “Introduction to Templates” and 
“Java-Based Graphs.”

XS_SAMPLEURL A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_SAMPLE and that 
contains quoted text arguments that will be passed to 
XWD_URL. The first argument is always the name of a program 
and the other arguments are passed to that program. 

For Sample 1, the first argument is ’XWD_TMPPG.CREATE’ and 
the second argument is ’oneview.html’.
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Generating the list
XS_GETSAMPLES loops over XS_SAMPLE to generate the codes and text for the 
page. The following is the portion of the program that produces the list.

limit xs_sample to all
limit xs_sample keep xs_sampletitle ne na
for xs_sample
   do
      call htp.header(3, joinchars(’Sample ’ -
         xs_sample ’: ’ xs_sampletitle))
      call htp.print(xs_sampledesc)
      call htp.br
      call htp.br
_url  = joinchars(’xwd_url(’ xs_sampleURL ’)’)
      _run  = htf.img(xs_image(xs_imageobj ’RUN’), -
         NA, ’Run’, NA, ’BORDER=0’)
      call htp.anchor(&_url, _run)
      call htp.hr
   doend
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Introduction to Templates

Description
The “Introduction to Templates” sample uses a template to generate a simple table 
of data.

Figure: Introduction to Templates
The following table view was generated by the “Introduction to Templates” sample.

The template
 The oneview.html template contains the following key features:

■ Use of wabanner.gif as a header. This image is used by all of the samples in 
the application to create a consistent look and feel.

■ The EXPRESS VIEW comment that generates the table with a call to 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE.
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■ The EXPRESS comment that runs an Express program named 
XS_SAMPLEFOOTER. This program generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the list of samples, one to the Help system, and another to end the user’s 
Express session. This footer program is used by all of the samples in the 
application to create a consistent look and feel.

The following is the contents of the oneview.html template.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
   <TITLE>Introduction to Templates</TITLE>
   <META NAME="GENERATOR" CONTENT="Mozilla/3.0b5aGold (Win95; I) [Netscape]">
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<P><IMG SRC="/oew-install/sample/wabanner.gif" ALT="Express Web Agent" ></P>
<H3>Introduction to Templates</H3>
<P><B><FONT COLOR="#0000FF">The table below is generated from a single
Express Developer’s Toolkit call!</FONT> </B>
<HR>
<!--EXPRESS VIEW
limit time to ’CURRENT.YTD’
call 
xwd_view.create(’TABLE’,’F.SALES’,’TIME;HIERARCHY=YTD\NMEASURES’,’GEOGRAPHY;SELE
CTION=DEFAULT’, ’CHANNEL;SELECTION=DEFAULT\nPRODUCT;SELECTION=DEFAULT’, 
’DECIMALS=0’)
-->
<HR>
<!--EXPRESS
Call xs_sampleFooter
-->
</P>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Database object
The following program is used to produce the “Introduction to Templates” sample.

Program Description

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one 
to the previous page, one to the Help system, and 
another to end the user’s Express session. This footer 
program is used by all of the samples in the application 
to create a consistent look and feel.
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Java-Based Graphs

Description
This example generates a simple graph using default property values. However, it 
also generates a form that allows users to specify additional graph properties.

Figure: Graph Properties form
The following figure shows the form that is generated on the page.

The template: javagr.html
The javagr.html template is the basis for this sample. Like “Introduction to 
Templates,” the “Java-Based Graphs” sample uses the following components:

■ The wabanner.gif graphic as a header. This image is used by all of the 
samples in the application to create a consistent look and feel.

■ An <!--EXPRESS VIEW comment that generates the graph with a call to 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE.

■ An <!--EXPRESS comment that runs an Express program named 
XS_SAMPLEFOOTER.

In addition, the template contains an EXPRESS comment that runs an Express 
program named XS_GETGRAPHPROPS.
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Database objects
The following programs are used to produce the “Java-Based Graphs” example.

Using Advanced Graph Features

Description
This sample enhances the look of an ordinary bar graph by changing many of the 
default values of its properties. It sets the colors of the plot area, the legend area, 
and the bars. It provides titles for the graph and the X-axis. It also allows users to 
see a larger area of the graph by scrolling.

Radio buttons below the graph allow users to change its size.

Program Description

XS_GETGRAPHPROPS A program that gets the handle to the graph and generates 
a table that provides the layout for a form. It contains a call 
to XS_GRGETPROP for each element of the form, passing 
that program a keyword and the table handle.

XS_GRGETPROP A program that identifies XS_GETSETPROPS as the 
Express program that will process user input from the 
form. Express CASE statements handle the arguments that 
are passed to it from XS_GETGRAPHPROPS. Calls to 
HTP.* programs generate the components of the form. The 
XWD_GETPROPVALx programs return the current value 
of the properties that are affected by this form.

XS_GRSETPROPS A program that uses XW_GETFIELDNAME to extract the 
field name from the field-value pairs that are passed to it 
from the form in XS_GRGETPROP. The various field names 
are used in Express CASE statements. Within the CASE 
statements, XW_GETFIELDVALUE extracts the user’s 
choice from the form, and XWD_SETPROPVALx programs 
set the appropriate property.

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the previous page, one to the Help system, and another to 
end the user’s Express session. This footer program is used 
by all of the samples in the application to create a 
consistent look and feel.
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Figure: Using advanced graph features
The following graph is generated by the “Using Advanced Graph Features” sample.

The template: javagr2.html
The javagr2.html template generates the graph using an EXPRESS VIEW 
comment. The Express commands in this comment limit the dimensions and call the 
XS_GETGRAPH program.

An EXPRESS comment generates the radio buttons below the graph with a call to 
the XS_GETGRAPHSIZE program.

The following are excerpts from the javagr2.html template.

<!--EXPRESS VIEW
"For the STANDARD hierarchy, select MONTHS 
"(3rd level in hierarchy)
call XP_SLLIMIT(’TIME’, ’LEVEL’, ’SELECT’,’STANDARD’, ’L3’)
"For the STANDARD hierarchy, select REGIONS 
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"(2nd level in hierarchy)
call XP_SLLIMIT(’GEOGRAPHY’, ’LEVEL’, ’SELECT’,’STANDARD’, ’L2’)
call xs_getGraph
-->
<!--EXPRESS 
call xs_getGraphSize(’JAVA_CHART’)
-->

Database objects
The following database objects are used to produce the “Using Advanced Graph 
Features” sample.

Database Object Description

XS_GETGRAPH A program that generates a bar graph with a call to 
XWD_VIEW.CREATE. It gets the handles to the graph 
and several objects that are contained in the graph. It 
then sets numerous properties on these objects.

XS_GETGRAPHSIZE A program that generates the radio buttons and Apply 
button for resizing the graph. A call to 
XWD_FORMOPEN identifies XS_SETGRAPHSIZE as the 
Express program that will process the user’s selection. 
The form provides XS_SETGRAPHSIZE with two 
field-value pairs: VIEW with the graph handle, and 
GRAPHSIZE with a value of the XS_VIEWSIZE 
dimension. Note that the dimension value has to be 
converted to text, since all dimensions are stored as 
integers.

XS_HEIGHT An INTEGER variable that is dimensioned by 
XS_VIEWSIZE and that specifies the height of each graph 
by number of twips.

XS_SETGRAPHSIZE A program that changes the values of the RECTHEIGHT 
and RECTWIDTH properties of the view based on the 
user’s selection of a graph size. The 
XW_GETFIELDNAME and XW_GETFIELDVALUE 
programs parse the field-value pairs that are submitted 
by the form, so that XS_SETGRAPHSIZE has the view 
handle and the user’s selection of a graph size. 

XS_SIZELABEL A TEXT variable that is dimensioned by XS_VIEWSIZE 
and that provides an upper- and lowercase label for each 
graph size.
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Multiple Views

Description
This sample shows how you can define a page that contains multiple views of 
Express data.

Figure: Multiple views
The following figure shows tables generated by the “Multiple Views” sample.

The template: manyview.html
The manyview.html template uses HTML table tags to position two Express views 
side-by-side on the page. The results of the first call to XWD_VIEW.CREATE appear 
in the first column, and the results of the second call to XWD_VIEW.CREATE 
appear in the second column.

XS_VIEWSIZE A TEXT dimension that contains a value for each of the 
graph sizes. The XS_GETGRAPHSIZE program loops 
over this dimension to generate a radio button for each 
value.

XS_WIDTH An INTEGER variable that is dimensioned by 
XS_VIEWSIZE that specifies the width of each graph size 
by number of twips.

Database Object Description
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The code to generate the table has this basic structure.

<TABLE BORDER=2>
<TR>
<TD>
<!-- EXPRESS VIEW
     .
     ."LIMIT commands
     .
call xwd_view.create(...)
-->
</TD>
<TD>
<!-- EXPRESS VIEW
     .
     ."LIMIT commands
     .
call xwd_view.create(...)
-->
</TD>
</TABLE>

Database object
The following program is used to produce the “Multiple Views” sample.

Saved Selections

Description
The “Saved Selections” example shows you how to create hyperlinks to saved 
selections and change the status of a dimension based on the current status of the 
data cube. It shows how you can provide this capability in an HTML-only 
application; for Java applications, the Apply Saved Selection tool on the View 
toolbar automatically provides this functionality.

Program Description

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the previous page, one to the Help system, and another to 
end the user’s Express session. This footer program is used 
by all of the samples in the application to create a 
consistent look and feel.
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In this example, the saved selections are maintained in a variable in samples.db, 
and were not defined in Administrator.

Figure: Saved Selections
Users can choose a particular saved selection from the list, as shown in the 
following figure.

The template: select.html
The basic components of the page are defined in a template named select.html. 
It contains two comments of embedded Express commands that are of interest to 
this application:

■ An EXPRESS VIEW comment that contains a call to XWD_VIEW.CREATE. This 
call creates a VIEW object named SAVED_SELECTION and generates the table.

■ An EXPRESS comment that contains a call to an application program named 
XS_GETSELECTIONS and that passes it the name SAVED_SELECTION. This 
call generates the choice list of saved selections.
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Database objects
The samples database contains several programs and other database objects for 
this example, as described in the following table.

Generating the list
To generate the list of hyperlinks for the saved selections, XS_GETSELECTIONS 
loops over the XS_SELECTION dimension, as shown in the following code 
fragment. It uses XWD_URL to generate a URL for each saved selection, then passes 
these URLs to HTF.ANCHOR to generate the hyperlink. The call to 
HTP.TABLEDATA puts the hyperlinks into cells of the table.

vrb _hDatacube text     "Data cube handle
vrb _url text           "URLs for saved selections
for xs_selection
  do
     .
     .
     .
     _url = xwd_url(’xs_getSelection’, _hDatacube, -
       convert(xs_selection, text))
     call htp.tableData(htf.anchor(_url, xs_seldesc))
     .

Database Object Description

XS_GETSELECTION A program that copies the text of a particular saved 
selection from a cell in the XS_SELSCRIPT variable to a 
temporary executable program named XS_TEMPPRG. It 
compiles the program and runs it, passing it the handle of 
the data cube. Finally, it sets the status of the data cube to 
the status of the dimensions in Express, using a call to 
XWD_CUBE.SETSTAT.

XS_GETSELECTIONS A program that generates the list of saved selections. It uses 
the name of the view to get its handle, then obtains the 
handle of the data cube. It uses calls to HTP.* programs, 
such as HTP.TABLEOPEN and HTP.ROWOPEN, to 
generate a table that contains the names of the saved 
selections. 

XS_SELECTION A text dimension whose values are the names of the saved 
selections.

XS_SELSCRIPT A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_SELECTION. Its 
values are “scripts” of Express commands to change the 
status of a particular dimension.
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     .
     .
  doend

The call to XWD_URL identifies XS_GETSELECTION as the Express program that 
will be run when a user clicks the hyperlink.

Changing the status of a dimension
The saved selections that are used in the Samples application are programs that are 
stored as values of a text variable named XS_SELSCRIPT in the samples database. 
Note that these are not saved selections created by Administrator. The scripts are 
coded specifically for use in this sample Web application. 

The following Express commands display the script for Top_5_By_Quota, which 
sets the status of the GEOGRAPHY dimension. 

limit xs_selection to 1
report w 60 xs_selscript

The following commands compose the script.

"Determines the top 5 cities based on the current page
arg _Datacube  text
vrb _prod text
vrb _time text
vrb _channel   text
push product time channel
_prod    = xwd_cube.getPg(_Datacube, ’PRODUCT’)
_time    = xwd_cube.getPg(_Datacube, ’TIME’)
_channel = xwd_cube.getPg(_Datacube, ’CHANNEL’)
"Find the top 5
call
XP_SLLIMIT(’GEOGRAPHY’,’EXTREME’,’SELECT’,’STANDARD’, -
     ’L4’,’TOP’,’5’,’NO’,’NA’,’NO’,’YES’,’YES’,’F.SVQ’, -
     ’PRODUCT\nCHANNEL\nTIME’, -
     joinlines(_prod, _channel, _time))
pop product time channel

When XS_GETSELECTION runs this script as a program, it passes the script the 
handle of the data cube as an argument. The script uses XWD_CUBE.GETPG to find 
the first value in status.
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Rotating Cubes

Description
The “Rotating Cubes” sample shows how your application can allow users to 
exchange the position of two dimensions in the data cube so that they “rotate” the 
data. If you are creating an HTML-only application, then you might want to 
provide your users with the ability to rotate the data. (Java applications offer this 
capability automatically with the Change Layout tool on the View toolbar and 
direct drag-and-drop manipulation.)

Figure: Rotating cubes
The following figure shows the list boxes that you use to specify a new layout for 
the table.

The template: rotate.html 
A template named rotate.html defines the basic components of the page. Like 
the select.html template, it contains two comments of embedded Express 
commands that are of interest to this application:

■ An EXPRESS VIEW comment that contains a call to XWD_VIEW.CREATE that 
assigns the resulting VIEW object the name ROTATE. This call generates the 
table.

■ An EXPRESS comment that runs an application program named 
XS_GETROTATE and passes it a text value of ROTATE. This call generates the 
choice lists for rotating dimensions, which was shown previously.
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Database objects
The samples database contains two programs for this example, as described in the 
following table.

Displaying the form
The following fragment from XS_GETROTATE shows how it defines a table within 
the form to align the various components, using calls to various HTP.* programs to 
generate tags. Also shown are definitions for the first two cells of the first row of the 
table. The first cell contains the text “Rotate,” and the second cell contains a list of 
dimensions. When a user selects a dimension from this list, the browser sends a 
value such as DIM1=Time as an argument to the XS_ROTATE program.

call xwd_formopen(’xs_rotate’, ’GET’)
call htp.formhidden(’DATACUBE’, _hDatacube)
call htp.tableopen
call htp.tablerowopen
call htp.tableheader(’Rotate’, ’LEFT’)
"* First dimension
call htp.tabledataop
call htp.formselopen(’DIM1’)
call htp.formselopt(’Product’, TRUE)
call htp.formselopt(’Geography’)
call htp.formselopt(’Time’)
call htp.formselopt(’Channel’)
call htp.formselopt(’Measures’)
call htp.formselclose
call htp.tabledatacl

Program Description

XS_GETROTATE Creates a form that contains a two-row HTML table with four 
columns. In the first row, the first column contains the text 
“Rotate” and the other three columns define option lists for the 
form. A call to XWD_FORMOPEN identifies XS_ROTATE as the 
Express program that will process the user’s choices on these 
option lists. The second row contains the Run button to submit 
the form.

XS_ROTATE Parses the values that are submitted from the form. It then calls 
XWD_CUBE.ROTATE to rotate the data cube, using the parsed 
values as its arguments.
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Rotating the cube
XS_ROTATE processes the user’s choices from the menus and rotates the data cube. 
It uses a counter to cycle by number through the arguments that are passed to it 
from the form, and it uses XW_GETFIELDNAME to find out the name of the menu 
(such as DIM1) so it can process its value properly. It uses XW_GETFIELDVALUE to 
get the user’s selection (such as Time).

The following is the XS_ROTATE program. A call to XWD_CUBE.ROTATE 
generates a new HTML page with the dimensions in the positions that are specified 
by the user.

DEFINE XS_ROTATE PROGRAM
LD Rotates a cube
PROGRAM
vrb _i                  integer
vrb _datacube           text
vrb _method             text
vrb _fromDim            text
vrb _toDim              text
vrb _value              text
          
_i = 0
while _i lt argcount
  do             
     _i = _i + 1
switch upcase(xw_getFieldName(arg(_i)))
     do
       case ’DIM1’:
          _fromDim = upcase(xw_getFieldValue(arg(_i)))
          break
       case ’DIM2’:
          _toDim = upcase(xw_getFieldValue(arg(_i)))
          break
       case ’OPERATOR’:
          _value  = upcase(xw_getFieldValue(arg(_i)))
          _method = if _value eq ’WITH’ then ’SWAP’ -
             else _value
          break
       case ’DATACUBE’:
          _datacube  = xw_getFieldValue(arg(_i))
          break
     doend
  doend
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call xwd_cube.rotate(_datacube, _method, _fromDim, -
     _toDim)
return
END

Synchronized Views

Description
The “Synchronized Views” sample shows how you can share a data cube to display 
the same data simultaneously in different forms, such as a table and a graph. Any 
change to one view is immediately reflected by the same change in the other view.

The template: syncview.html
The layout of this view is achieved using the same technique as the “Multiple 
Views” sample. Each view is in a separate cell of an HTML table.

The first EXPRESS VIEW comment generates the table. A second EXPRESS VIEW 
comment generates a graph. The graph is initially created with its own data cube, 
but a call to XWD_VIEW.SETCUBE assigns the table’s data cube to the graph.
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Database object
The following program is used in the “Synchronized Views” sample.

Linked Views

Description
The “Linked Views” sample shows how you can use the properties of a 
DATACUBE object to set the status of one or more dimensions. Then you can use 
that status as the basis for data analysis. The winners.html template defines a 
page that contains a view of two measures, Sales and Quota. The list of top 
salespeople changes, depending on the Product value that is selected by the user.

The template: winners.html
The table of data and the list of sales people appear in a one-row table. The contents 
of the first column are produced by a call to XWD_VIEW.CREATE in an EXPRESS 
VIEW comment. The contents of the second column are produced by a call to the 
XS_GETWINNERS program in the samples database.

Program Description

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the previous page, one to the Help system, and another to 
end the user’s Express session. This footer program is used 
by all of the samples in the application to create a 
consistent look and feel.
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Database objects
The following programs are used in the “Linked Views” sample.

Manipulating the data
The following is a fragment of XS_GETWINNERS. It obtains the view handle from 
the view name with XWD_GETOBJECT, and it obtains the cube handle from the 
view handle using XWD_VIEW.CUBE. The calls to XWD_CUBE.GETPG identify 
the values of each dimension that is currently displayed by the data cube. 

"Get the product and the channel in the current page
"Find out who is beating quota
arg _tableID    text
vrb _datacube   text
vrb _product    text
vrb _channel    text
vrb _time       text
vrb _message    text
vrb _value      text
push product geography time channel
_tableID  = xwd_getObject(_tableID)
_datacube = xwd_view.cube(_tableID)
_product  = xwd_cube.getPg(_datacube, ’PRODUCT’)
_channel  = xwd_cube.getPg(_datacube, ’CHANNEL’)
_time     = xwd_cube.getPg(_datacube, ’TIME’)
"Find the top 5 salespeople for the given product,
"channel and time
limit product to _product
limit channel to _channel
limit time to _time
limit city to inlist(values(geography, nostatus) city)

Program Description

XS_GETWINNERS A program that identifies the top five salespeople for the 
products, channels, and time periods that are shown in the 
current view. It generates an HTML table with these results.

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the previous page, one to the Help system, and another to 
end the user’s Express session. This footer program is used 
by all of the samples in the application to create a 
consistent look and feel.
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limit salesperson to top 5 basedon total(f.sales.c, -
   salesperson)
     .
     .
     .

The program then creates an HTML table that lists the values of SALESPERSON in 
status after these LIMIT commands.

Briefing Navigation

Description
This sample lists the available “reports” (that is, data views) in a separate HTML 
frame on the left of the screen, and renders the currently selected report in a frame 
on the right.

Figure: Briefing navigation
The following figure shows the two frames the compose the “Briefing Navigation” 
example: A list of reports in the left frame and the currently selected report 
rendered in the right frame.
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The template: None
This example is generated entirely in Express without using a template.

Database objects
The following programs are used to produce the “Briefing Navigation” sample.

The following additional database objects are used to produce the “Briefing 
Navigation” sample.

Program Description

XS_GETBRIEFINGS A program that generates the list of briefings and reports in 
the left frame. It creates hyperlinks from the names of the 
reports using XWD_URLTARGET and 
XWD_ANCHORTARGET.

XS_GETNEWPAGE A program that generates a new table view in the right 
frame in response to a user clicking a hyperlink in the left 
frame.

XS_GETPAGEFOOTER A program that simply closes the body of the HTML page.

XS_GETPAGEHEADER A program that uses XWD_GETCURPAGE to obtain the 
name of the current page and generates the HTML tags and 
text for the report heading.

XS_TEMPPRG A temporary program whose code is added at runtime by 
XS_GETNEWPAGE. This code is the current selection 
script, which is stored in XS_STATUSSCRIPT.

XS_TOPPAGE A program that specifies the two frames and identifies the 
two programs that generate their contents: 
XS_GETNEWPAGE and XS_GETBRIEFINGS.

Database Object Description

XP_MEASUREDIM A text dimension in the XPDDDATA database that has a 
value for each user-visible measure.

XS_BRIEFING A text dimension that identifies the briefings under 
which reports are categorized, such as “Key Reports” and 
“Product Analysis.”
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XS_BRIEFPAGE A relation that is dimensioned by XS_PAGE and that 
contains values of XS_BRIEFING. It identifies the briefing 
under which each report is listed. For example, the 
“Quota Performance” report is listed under “Key 
Reports.”

XS_DATABASE A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_PAGE and that 
identifies the database in which the data for each report 
resides. In this sample, all of the data resides in XADEMO.

XS_DIMENSION A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_EDGENODE 
and that identifies the dimensions that can be on each 
edge node.

XS_DIMNAME A text formula that is dimensioned by XS_EDGENODE 
and that passes the value of XS_DIMENSION except 
when it is WEB_MEAS, which it returns as MEASURES.

XS_EDGE A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_EDGENODE 
and that identifies the name of the edge that is associated 
with each edge node: ACROSS (column edge), DOWN 
(row edge), or PAGE (page edge).

XS_EDGENODE An integer dimension that contains a value for each edge 
node.

XS_HIERARCHY A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_EDGENODE 
and that identifies the hierarchy that is associated with 
each edge node: STANDARD (for all dimensions) or YTD 
(for the TIME dimension only).

XS_IMAGE A formula that generates the full path name of a graphics 
file.

XS_IMAGEFILE A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_IMAGEOBJ 
and that identifies the graphics file for each image, such 
as exit.gif for the Exit button.

XS_IMAGEOBJ A text dimension that contains a value for each graphic 
image, such as EXIT for the Exit button.

XS_IMAGEPATH A formula that generates the path of the directory where 
graphic images are stored.

XS_PAGE A dimension that contains a value for each report, such 
as “Quota Performance” and “YTD Shipments.”

Database Object Description
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Export to a Spreadsheet

Description
The “Export to a Spreadsheet” sample provides an alternative to the Export to 
Spreadsheet tool on the View toolbar. If users of your Express Web site do not have 
browsers that support Java, then you might want to implement a similar facility in 
your application. 

XS_PAGEEDGENODE A relation that is dimensioned by XS_EDGENODE and 
that contains values from XS_PAGE. It identifies the 
report that is associated with each edge node.

XS_STATUSSCRIPT A text variable that is dimensioned by XS_EDGENODE 
and that contains calls to XP_SLLIMIT and 
XP_SELEVALUATE to set the status of the dimensions 
that are located on the row, column, and page edges of 
the data cube. (These two programs are stored in the 
XPDDCODE database.) The current status of 
XS_EDGENODE controls the commands that are 
included as the selection script, which is stored in 
XS_TEMPPRG.

Database Object Description
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Figure: Export to a spreadsheet
The following figure shows the hyperlink that is used to export data.

The template: spdsheet.html
The spdsheet.html template contains an EXPRESS VIEW comment that generates 
an HTML table and removes the View toolbar.

The Express commands in an EXPRESS comment generate the hyperlink. The 
following excerpt from spdsheet.html defines local variables and obtains the 
handle to the data cube. A call to HTP.ANCHOR generates a hyperlink from the 
text “Export to a Spreadsheet.” For a description of how the URL for this hyperlink 
is formed, search in the Express Web Agent Help system for “XWD_CUBE.TOCSV.”

<!--EXPRESS
variable _view      text
variable _datacube  text
"Get a handle to the view named MY_SPREADSHEET
_view = XWD_GETOBJECT(’MY_SPREADSHEET’)
"Get a handle to the view’s datacube
_datacube = XWD_VIEW.CUBE(_view)
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"Generate anchor tag
call htp.anchor(-
     joinchars(OOWA_PREFIX ’XWD_CUBE.TOCSV?’ _datacube),-
     ’Export to a Spreadsheet’)
-->

Database objects
The following programs are used to produce the “Export to a Spreadsheet” sample.

Changing View Types

Description
The “Changing View Types” sample provides an alternative to the Change View 
Type tool on the View toolbar. If users of your Express Web site do not have 
browsers that support Java, then you might want to implement a similar facility in 
your application. 

Program Description

XS_NOTOOLBAR A program that removes the View toolbar from the view. It 
gets the handle of a view and sets the ENABLETOOLBAR 
property to NO.

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the previous page, one to the Help system, and another to 
end the user’s Express session. This footer program is used 
by all of the samples in the application to create a 
consistent look and feel.
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Figure: Changing view types
The following figure shows three hyperlinks for changing the type of view.

The template: chgview.html
The chgview.html template contains an EXPRESS VIEW comment that generates 
a default table (either Java or HTML) and removes the View toolbar.

An EXPRESS comment generates the anchor tags for the three hyperlinks. The 
URLs are formed by calling XWD_URL and XWD_VIEW.SETTYPE. as shown in the 
following excerpt. For information about these programs, search for them in the 
Express Web Agent Help system.

<!--EXPRESS
vrb _view text
"Get a handle to the view
_view = XWD_GETOBJECT(’MyView’)
"Check the view type - set the type appropriately
call htp.anchor(XWD_URL(’XWD_VIEW.SETTYPE’, _view, ’JAVAGRAPH’),-
     ’Java Graph’)
call htp.br
call htp.anchor(XWD_URL(’XWD_VIEW.SETTYPE’, _view, ’JAVATABLE’),-
     ’Java Table’)
call htp.br
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call htp.anchor(XWD_URL(’XWD_VIEW.SETTYPE’, _view, ’HTMLTABLE’),-
     ’HTML Table’)
-->

Database object
The following program in samples.db is used to produce the “Changing View 
Types” example.

Creating Custom Measures

Description
The “Creating Custom Measures” sample provides a form in which users can add a 
temporary Express formula as a measure on the current view.

Figure: Creating custom measures
The following figure shows the form where users can define custom measures.

Program Description

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the previous page, one to the Help system, and another to 
end the user’s Express session. This footer program is used 
by all of the samples in the application to create a 
consistent look and feel.
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The template: custmeas.html
The custmeas.html template contains an EXPRESS VIEW comment that creates 
either a Java table or an HTML table, depending on the application. (By default, the 
table type is JAVATABLE, however, it can be changed to HTMLTABLE by calling 
XWD_SETTBLTYPE.) If the view is a Java table, then the colors and fonts of the 
labels and data body are changed from their default values, as shown in the 
following excerpt.

if XWD_GETTBLTYPE eq ’JAVATABLE’
then do
   _hcomp = XWD_GETCONTENT(_hview, 0, ’TABLE.ROWEDGE’)
   call XWD_SETPROPVALT(_hcomp, ’FILLCOLOR’, ’FF0000’)
   call XWD_SETPROPVALT(_hcomp, ’FONTCOLOR’, ’FFFFFF’)
   call XWD_SETPROPVALB(_hcomp, ’FONTBOLD’, YES)
_hcomp = XWD_GETCONTENT(_hview, 0, ’TABLE.COLEDGE’)
   call XWD_SETPROPVALT(_hcomp, ’FILLCOLOR’, ’FFFF00’)
   call XWD_SETPROPVALT(_hcomp, ’FONTCOLOR’, ’000000’)
   call XWD_SETPROPVALB(_hcomp, ’FONTBOLD’, YES)
_hcomp = XWD_GETCONTENT(_hview, 0, ’TABLE.DATABODY’)
   call XWD_SETPROPVALT(_hcomp, ’FONTCOLOR’, ’C52300’)
   call XWD_SETPROPVALB(_hcomp, ’FONTBOLD’, YES)
doend

An EXPRESS comment passes the name of the view to the XS_GETCUSTMEAS 
program, which generates the form.

Database objects
The following programs in samples.db are used to produce the “Creating Custom 
Measures” sample.

Program Description

XS_DFNCUSTMEAS A program that checks the values that are submitted on the 
form for errors and either defines an Express formula or 
pushes an error onto the stack.

XS_GETCUSTMEAS A program that generates a form where users can define 
custom measures. A table provides the layout for the 
components of the form. A call to XWD_FORMOPEN 
identifies XS_SETCUSTMEAS as the program that will 
process the user’s input. 

XS_MEASFMTTEXT A program called by XS_GETCUSTMEAS that specifies the 
color, font, font size, and so forth of text that is displayed in 
the form.
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The following database objects are also used in this example.

Building a Selector Add-In Object

Description
This example shows you how to create an add-in object. This particular add-in 
enhances the functionality of the Choose Values From List tool by allowing users to 
select dimension values that match a particular criteria.

The selector add-in object provides an alternative to the Choose Values by 
Exception (Values) and the Choose Top/Bottom Values tools on the View toolbar. If 
users of your Express Web application do not have browsers that support Java, then 
you might want to implement a similar facility in your application.

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the previous page, one to the Help system, and another to 
end the user’s Express session. This footer program is used 
by all of the samples in the application to create a 
consistent look and feel.

XS_SETCUSTMEAS A program that parses the field-value pairs from the form 
and passes the values to XS_DFNCUSTMEAS. If that 
program successfully creates the measure, then 
XS_SETCUSTMEAS uses XWD_CUBE.CHGMEAS to add 
the new measure to the data cube. If XS_DFNCUSTMEAS 
cannot create the measure, then XS_SETCUSTMEAS stores 
the error message in XS_MEASERR so that 
XS_GETCUSTMEAS can display the error message on the 
form.

Database Object Description

XS_MEASEQ A temporary, undimensioned text variable for storing the 
equation from the form.

XS_MEASERR A temporary, undimensioned text variable for storing any 
errors that are generated by the form.

XS_MEASLABEL A temporary, undimensioned text variable for storing the 
descriptive label from the form.

XS_MEASNAME A temporary, undimensioned text variable for storing the 
name of the measure from the form.

Program Description
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This example has two parts:

■ Development of a SELECTOR object, which is registered as an object that is 
derived from the OBJECT object during the initialization of the Samples 
application. This part is entirely “behind the scenes” and produces no 
user-visible output.

■ Generation of an instance of a SELECTOR object as one of several objects on an 
HTML page. This is the page that you see rendered as the “Building a Selector 
Add-in Object” sample.

The objects for each part are described in separate tables.

Figure: Building a selector add-in object
The following figure shows the SELECTOR object that is displayed by this sample.
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Database objects for the example
The following programs are used to produce the “Building a Selector Add-in 
Object” sample.

Database objects for the SELECTOR add-in
The following programs define a SELECTOR add-in object, which is created as soon 
as the Samples application is run as part of its initialization.

Program Description

XS_SAMPLEFOOTER A program that generates three graphic hyperlinks: one to 
the previous page, one to the Help system, and another to 
end the user’s Express session. This footer program is used 
by all of the samples in the application to create a 
consistent look and feel.

XS_GETSELPAGE A program that uses XWD_PAGE.CREATE to generate an 
HTML page. It then uses XWD_VIEW.CREATE to create a 
table on that page and XWD_CREATE to generate 
additional objects. Like the “Creating Custom Measures” 
sample, this program displays the default table type and, 
for a Java table, sets various properties.

For the selector form at the bottom of the page, 
XS_GETSELPAGE calls the XS_SEL.CREATE program and 
passes it the data cube handle, the text ‘A_SELECTOR’, and 
the page handle.

XS_SEL.CREATE A program that creates an instance of a SELECTOR object 
by calling XWD_CREATE. It then sets the default values of 
its properties. 

Program Description

XS_SEL.FMTTEXT A program that specifies the font, font size, and color of 
text that appears on the form. It is called by 
XS_SEL.TOHTML.

XS_SEL.GETMETA A program that returns the appropriate metadata for 
display by XS_SEL.TOHTML on all parts of the form.

XS_SEL.INIT A program that defines a new SELECTOR object, identifies 
the XS_SEL.TOHTML program as its handler, and adds 
properties to the SELECTOR object. The XS_START 
program, which initializes the Samples application, 
registers the SELECTOR object by calling 
XWD_ADDIN.INIT and identifying XS_SEL.INIT as its 
initialization program.
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XS_SEL.SELECT A program that processes the user’s dimension value 
criterion choices and sets the CURRENTMEAS, 
CURRENTLEVEL, CURRENTSELTYPE, 
CURRENTACTION, and CURRENTVALUE properties of 
the SELECTOR object. A call to XP_SLLIMIT sets the status 
of the dimension, and a call to XWD_CUBE.SETSTAT sets 
the status of the data cube to the current dimension status.

XS_SEL.SETPG A program that processes the user’s selection of a 
dimension from the form and sets the CURRENTDIM and 
CURRENTLEVEL properties of the SELECTOR object.

The XS_GETFIELDNAME and XS_GETFIELDVALUE 
programs parse the field-value pairs. A CASE statement 
processes the information and gets the handle to the 
SELECTOR object and the user’s choice of a dimension.

XS_SEL.TOHTML A program that generates the form that is shown in the 
previous figure, which is actually generated as two forms: 
one for the choice list of dimensions, and another for the 
Replace/Add/Keep/Remove bullets, the Search Criteria 
choice lists, and the Search button.

A call to XWD_FORMOPEN identifies XS_SEL.SETPG as 
the program that will process the user’s selection of a 
dimension. Another call to XWD_FORMOPEN later in the 
program identifies XS_SEL.SELECT as the program that 
will process the user’s other choices. Various HTP.* 
programs generate HTML tags for a table, which provides 
the layout for the form.

Program Description
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Data-Driven Formatting Using Styles

Description
The “Data-Driven Formatting Using Styles” sample introduces the STYLE object. A 
number of styles have been created to format cells in the table based on ranges of 
data values. For example, values less then 97% are displayed in red with a bold 
italic font 

Figure: Table using styles
The following figure shows the default look of the table in the sample. 
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The template: style.html
The style.html template performs many functions, including setting the style 
properties, as shown in the following excerpt. The template allows the table to load 
the styles whose IDs are 1, 2, and 3.

" Set the style properties for the view
_hcube = XWD_VIEW.CUBE(_hview)
call XWD_SETPROPVALB (_hview, ’USESTYLES’, YES)
call XWD_SETPROPVALT (_hcube, ’STYLELIST’, ’1\n2\n3’)

" Set the measure style property
_measure   = XWD_CUBE.GETMEAS (_hcube, ’F.SALES’)
call XWD_SETPROPVALT (_measure, ’STYLEINFOEXP’, ’F.SALES.STYLE1’)

Database object
The XS_INIT program is used to produce the “Data-Driven Formatting using 
Styles” sample. This program registers the styles and data structures that are 
necessary to support the sample.

User-Specified Color Coding

Description
The “User-Specified Color Coding” sample shows how end users can specify limits 
for formatting cells in a table. Several styles have been created to format cells in the 
table based on ranges of data values.

Figure: Form for specifying ranges
The following figure shows the form in which users can specify the ranges to use 
when formatting cells in the table.
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The template: None
This example is generated entirely in Express without using a template.

The program: XS_STYLE.EXCEPT
The XS_STYLE.EXCEPT program performs many functions, including setting the 
style properties and the properties for the limits, as shown in the following excerpt. 
The program allows the table to load the styles whose IDs are 4 and 5.

" Set the style properties for the view
_hcube = XWD_VIEW.CUBE(_hview)
call XWD_SETPROPVALB (_hview, ’USESTYLES’, YES)
call XWD_SETPROPVALT (_hcube, ’STYLELIST’, ’4\n5’)

"Set the measure style property
_measure = XWD_CUBE.GETMEAS (_hcube, ’F.SALES’)
call XWD_SETPROPVALT (_measure, ’STYLEINFOEXP’, ’F.SALES.STYLE2’)

" Set the properties for the limits
consider F.SALES.STYLE 2
property ’LOWERLIMIT’ 0
property ’UPPERLIMIT’ 3
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Database objects
The following programs are used to produce the “User-Specified Color Coding” 
sample.

Specifying Page Breaks for Printing

Description
The “Specifying Page Breaks for Printing” sample shows how developers can write 
code to specify where to break pages when printing a table and to allow users to 
disable page breaks. 

Program Description

XS_STYLE.EXCEPT A program that generates the page of the sample, including 
creating the table, setting style properties, and creating the 
form, as described in “The program: XS_STYLE.EXCEPT” 
on page A-43.

XS_INIT A program that registers styles and data structures to 
support the “User-Specified Ranges for Table Formatting” 
sample.
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Figure: Table with page breaks
The following figure shows the table with the default page breaks.

page breaks
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The template: pagebrk.html
The pagebrk.html template creates and populates the table, turns on page breaks 
and calls a program to build a form, as shown in the following excerpt. The 
GEOG.PB1 expression is created in the XS_INIT program to contain the currently 
selected expression.

_view = xwd_view.create(’JAVATABLE’,’F.SALES’,-
    ’CHANNEL;SELECTION=DEFAULT\nMEASURES’,’GEOGRAPHY;HIERARCHY=STANDARD’,- 
    ’TIME;HIERARCHY=YTD\nPRODUCT;SELECTION=DEFAULT’, ’DECIMALS=0’)

" Increase the height of the applet
call XWD_SETPROPVALI (_view, ’RECTHEIGHT’, 5590)

" Turn on the page breaks
_cube = XWD_VIEW.CUBE (_view)
call XWD_SETPROPVALB (_cube, ’USEPAGEBREAKS’, YES)
_edgenode = XWD_CUBE.GETEND (_cube, ’GEOGRAPHY’)
call XWD_SETPROPVALT (_edgenode, ’PAGEBREAKEXP’, ’GEOG.PB1’)

" Set the Page Break Defaults
XS_BREAK = ’HIERARCHY’

-->
<!--EXPRESS
" Build the form to allow users to enter the break parameters
call xs_pagebrk
-->
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Database objects
The following database objects in samples.db are used to produce the sample.

Creating an Editable Table

Description
The “Creating an Editable Table” sample shows how developers can create a table 
such that end users can enter values in the table cells to perform what-if analysis. 
The sample uses styles that are demonstrated in “Data-Driven Formatting Using 
Styles” on page A-41.

Database Object Description

XS_BREAK A text variable that specifies where to place the page breaks. The 
values of the variable are HIERARCHY or NONE. The 
pagebreak.html template sets the default value to HIERARCHY. 
Users can change the value by using the form in the sample.

XS_INIT A program that registers page break expressions and data 
structures to support the “Specifying Page Breaks for Printing” 
sample.

XS_PAGEBRK A program that builds the form that allows user to enter the page 
break parameters; that is, to turn the page breaks on or off. The 
program changes the value of the XS_BREAK variable with the 
information that users specify in the form.
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Figure: Table that is created for editing
The following figure shows how the table is created for editing by default in the 
Samples application.

The template: editable.html
The editable.html template performs many functions, including setting 
properties that affect the style and editing features of the table, as shown in the 
following excerpt.

" Set the write back properties for the view.  The post writeback processor is 
"used to run the model after a cell has been updated
_hcube = XWD_VIEW.CUBE(_hview)
call XWD_SETPROPVALI (_hcube, ’ALLOWCELLEDITING’, -
      XWC_VALUE(XWT_MSGID ’XWC_AE.SELECT_EDIT_NONE’))
call XWD_SETPROPVALT (_hcube, ’POSTWRITEBACKPRG’, ’XS_WB.PROC’)
.
.
.
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" Set the measure style and editing properties for Budget
_measure = XWD_CUBE.GETMEAS(_hcube, ’BUDGET’)
call XWD_SETPROPVALT (_measure, ’EDITINFOEXP’,  ’F.BUDGET.RW1’)
call XWD_SETPROPVALT (_measure, ’STYLEINFOEXP’, ’F.BUDGET.STYLE1’)

Database objects
The following database objects are used to produce the “Creating an Editable Table” 
sample.

Data Scoping Program Example

Description
The XS_AUTHORIZE program in the Samples application shows how you can 
scope your data based on an individual’s identity. This program is not defined to 
actually run, because it has no way of knowing the configuration of Express 
Server’s security settings for your installation or the names of groups defined for 
your network. Nonetheless, you can use it as the basis of a program for scoping 
data in your application.

Processing data from a log-in form
Values from a log-in form are passed to XS_AUTHORIZE as field-value pairs. The 
XW_GETFIELDNAME and XW_GETFIELDVALUE programs separate the field 
name from its value so that the field name can be used in an Express SWITCH 
command. This first section of code is not required for the scoping that is done later 
in the program. 

Database Objects Description

XS_INIT A program that registers styles and data structures to 
support the “Creating an Editable Table” sample, including 
the F.ACTAGO.STYLE1, F.AVAR.STYLE1, F.BUDGET.RW1, 
and F.BUDGET.STYLE1 objects.

XS_WB.PROC The postprocessor writeback program, which is used to run 
the budget model after a cell has been updated. 
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Identifying the user
Calls to the Express SYSINFO function return the user’s identity and group 
membership, which are stored in local text variables.

_user = sysinfo (user)
_groups = upcase (sysinfo (group))

Scoping the data
XS_AUTHORIZE assumes that users have membership in groups based on their 
geographic location. It limits the GEOGRAPHY dimension to values that are 
relevant to the user’s group membership.

consider GEOGRAPHY
permit read
if findlines (_groups, ’WORLD_USERS’) gt 0
   then limit GEOGRAPHY to ’WORLD’
else if findlines (_groups, ’AMERICA_USERS’) gt 0
   then limit GEOGRAPHY to ’AMERICAS’
else if findlines (_groups, ’AUST_USERS’) gt 0
   then limit GEOGRAPHY to ’AUSTRALIA’
else if findlines (_groups, ’EUROPE_USERS’) gt 0
   then limit GEOGRAPHY to ’EUROPE’
else if findlines (_groups, ’ASIA_USERS’) gt 0
   then limit GEOGRAPHY to ’ASIA’
" Limit the hierarchy.  Add the descendents for 
" each region specified
limit G0.HIERDIM to ’STANDARD’
limit GEOGRAPHY add DESCENDANTS using G0.PARENT
" Set up the permissions for the GEOGRAPHY dimension
permit read when instat (GEOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHY)
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XWD_GETCONTENT program, 6-14
XWD_GETEDTCOUNT program, 7-9
XWD_GETEDTINFO program, 7-9
XWD_GRP.GETROW program, 6-14
XWD_META.INIT program, 1-18, 3-6
XWD_RAMSTARTUP program, 1-17
XWD_SETEDTINFO program, 7-9
XWD_SETSTYLEINFO program, 7-14
XWD_URL program, A-21
XWD_URLCLOSE program, 2-11, 3-10
XWD_VIEW.CREATE program

specifying saved selections, 3-11
syntax, 4-2
use in templates, 4-4

XWD_VWPG.CREATE program
basic syntax, 3-3
creating a page, 3-6
displaying a page, 3-8
specifying saved selections, 3-11
syntax rules, 3-13

xwdevkit database, 1-15
xwhtml database, 1-15
XWT_MSGID dimension, 6-8
xwtext database, 1-15, 6-8
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